ZEST Festival 2013 Education Pack

FAR FROM HOME:
ADVENTURES, TREKS,
EXILES & MIGRATION

Cross curriculum unit for
primary and secondary
students on the Dutch East
India Trading Company, South
African and Australian heritage.

The Zest Festival was created in 2012 to celebrate
the 300th anniversary of the Zuytdorp shipwreck and
the cultural heritage of the Dutch East India Trading
Company (VOC) in Western Australia. Each year the
Zest Festival highlights the cultural contribution of a
country along the VOC trading route. In 2012 we
discovered all things Dutch, and in 2013 we will focus
on South African connections to the VOC and to
Western Australia.
The Zest Festival is more than a community fun day.
It includes the commissioning and exhibition of art,
the sharing of stories and poems, discovering new
music and foods, and university research.

est Festival

EDUCATION PROGRAM
In 2012 Kalbarri District School, in partnership
with the Kalbarri Development Association and the
ARC Centre of Excellence for the History of
Emotions, Europe 1100 – 1800 (CHE), developed an
engaging semester of Dutch and Shipwreck themed
classwork for years F-10.
In 2013, we are inviting your school or class to
be involved!
The following pages outline a variety of suggested
classroom activities around the themes of South
Africa, VOC, and Western Australia. Participating
in this program is free of charge and open to all
WA schools.

IMPLEMENTATION
At each activity description there are links:

Australian Curriculum
Zest Festival
Context
For more information
Lesson Idea
Please note this is not an exhaustive list of curriculum links or
activities, and we encourage teachers to assess or adjust the
activities to suit their class. These activities have not been vetted
and are used at the teacher’s discretion.
The CHE Education and Outreach Officer will be available online
to support teachers in their delivery of these activities. As the
year progresses, additional articles, activities and resources will
become available.
We encourage teachers to deliver these activities across
term 3 2013, to coincide with the Zest Festival on 21 and
22 September. Your level of involvement is up to you. We welcome
a single teacher eager to engage their class, a HOLA seeking
to involve the department, or a principal looking for delivery
school wide.

CONTACT

For more information contact the Education and Outreach Officer
on 6488 3858 or emotions@uwa.edu.au.
For further Zest Festival information visit
zestfest.experiencekalbarri.com

THE ARC CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE FOR THE HISTORY OF
EMOTIONS, EUROPE 1100 – 1800 (CHE) aims to provide
leadership in humanities research worldwide into how societies
thought, felt and functioned in Europe, 1100 – 1800, and how
this long history continues to impact on present day Australia.
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INTRODUCING THE
SOUTH AFRICAN CONTEXT
By Winthrop Professor Susan Broomhall
The lands that are now Australia and South Africa
share a longer history than many know.
Joined in deep time, they have geological features in common,
not least a bounty of diamonds, gold and iron ore buried below
the surface. Our similar, more recent British colonial history has
given the region in each country where diamonds are found the
name ‘the Kimberley’.
The oldest recorded life forms on the planet are found in our
lands. The Pilbara region of WA is host to microbes known as
stromatolites some 3.2 billion years old. Stromatolites 2.5 billion
years old are found in the Transvaal Supergroup of South Africa.
Shark Bay’s living marine stromatolites are a mere 2000-3000
years old but their scientific importance was a key part of the
region being declared a World Heritage Area.
From the sixteenth century, the Cape was a critical place to rest
and restock European vessels making the long and perilous
journey around Africa to reach Asia. There, they traded textiles,
spices, gold and porcelain, with peoples across Asia. The
governors of the Dutch East India Company (VOC for short, after
the initials of its name in Dutch) realised the area’s crucial
importance – it had a safe harbour, good supply of fresh water
and fine soil in which crops could be grown to supply ships – and
had set up a colony there by 1652. This marked the first
permanent settlement by Europeans in the region.
Through the activities of the VOC, the Cape and Australia became
linked in a new history. The ships that were wrecked along our
coast came from the Cape, carrying their cargos, including
elephant tusks, to our shores. These are still on display in the
WA Museum Shipwreck Gallery today. On board were a mix of the
world’s nations – African and Asian slaves transported far from
their homelands, traders looking for a bargain, European sailors
hoping to make their fortune or pay off debts, women and
children looking forward to meeting a loved one in the dynamic
VOC colony in Batavia (now Jakarta).
What songs did they sing aboard and as they landed on our
coast? Was it Calvinist hymns meant to inspire courage and hope
in those who were stranded, or jolly sea shanties that raised
their spirits on the long journeys? Did slaves quietly hum songs
to remind them of their childhood or work in fear of the whip to
the beat of the slavetraders’ drum? Sailors’ lives were also
regimented by the sound of the VOC trumpeter who marked the
routine phases of the day.

As lands with multiple waves of migration from Europe, Africa,
Asia and elsewhere, both Australia and South Africa have
developed rich multi-ethnic cuisines, reflecting the origins of our
different populations. South Africa’s ‘rainbow cuisine’ reflects its
indigenous, Dutch, Indonesian, French, and Indian peoples.
‘Cape Dutch’ cooking uses the spices that the VOC brought back
from its Asian trading as well as the know-how of its human
cargo of slaves who served the colony.
In each of our countries, the British colonial past has left deep,
emotional impact upon the peoples and nations which have since
emerged. We share a love of particular sports – cricket, netball
and rugby among them. These were sports that were introduced
under British rule during the nineteenth century. Strong ties to
the idea of a British Empire have caused our peoples to go to
war both as foes (the Boer, or Freedom, Wars) and as allies
(World War I and World War II).
From springboks to wallabies, our relative geographic isolation
in the world has also given us each unique flora and fauna.
The Cape boasts the smallest of six floral kingdoms in the
world, with an astounding diversity in a tiny area. South-west
Australia is likewise a recognised biodiversity hotspot. Eco-,
safari and wildflower tourism are now driving economic forces
for both our nations.
Our geographic position has also given rise to a shared future
with the world’s largest radio telescope, the Square Kilometre
Array. In our remote regions, the view of the Milky Way Galaxy is
best and radio interference least. This project highlights the
long-held important for the stars for humans across the world.
Indigenous cultures have stories to tell about the heavens, bound
to their cultures and heritage. The stars were also crucial to the
ability of Europeans to navigate the oceans between these lands
and beyond. The SKA project between our nations ensures that
our futures will be no less linked than our past.

In the seventeenth century when the VOC forged links between
the lands across the ocean, the idea of liberty and the
entitlements of some to access it were being hotly debated and
fought out in Europe. The hard-won rights of the Dutch Republic
for self-government were not extended to the African and Asian
populations its sailors encountered. In different ways, each of
our countries has undertaken its own long journey of selfdiscovery to define what it means to be free, slowly integrating
indigenous and migrant peoples into multicultural nations of the
twenty-first century. In each, there have been confrontations
between European, indigenous and migrant populations’
lifestyles, ideologies and rights. Stories of slavery, exploitation,
struggle and freedom have defined both of our countries.
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ACTIVITIES

foundation to year 3

South African
children’s games
For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Dancing into the
spirit world; Starry nights; Rainbow cuisine.

Mamba

ACELA1426 , 1579, 1448, 1460, 1475 ACELT 1585,1592
MUSIC 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, DANCE 2.1, 2.1, 2.6, ART 2.1, 2.6, 4.9.

A Mamba is a big, poisonous, indigenous South African snake.
This game is played with one student chosen to be the
Mamba’s head, and the other students try to keep away from
it. As the mamba catches students, they become part of the
snake by holding hands. Only the Mamba’s head can catch
people, but the body of students holding hands can ‘trap’
them, as you cannot run through the snake’s body. The last
player becomes the new Mamba.

Lesson Idea

Basket Weaving

Zest Festival
Australian Curriculum

Introduce students to the different childhood activities in South
Africa. Discuss how children have different childhoods in other
countries including different school routines, food, games and
toys.

Mbube Mbube

Pronounced Mboo-bay (Zulu word for lion), this game is similar
to hotter/colder. Players stand in a circle with two blindfolded
players in the middle - one is the lion and one the impala.
Players in the circle chant Mbube Mbube, getting louder and
faster as the lion gets closer to the impala, or softer and
quieter if the impala is further away. If the lion catches the
impala, a new impala is chosen. If the impala survives for one
minute, a new lion is selected.

A traditional Zulu craft of weaving baskets, first from plant
materials and later from scrap wire, can be replicated in the
classroom. Cut a paper plate at intervals just short of the
radius the whole way around, so you have long strips joined at
a central point, like a flower. Bend the ‘petals’ up to form
basket sides around the central base. Students weave strips of
coloured construction paper, fabric or ribbon between the
upright petal strips until the basket is formed. Attach a
construction paper handle if desired.

Walking Through Africa

A Zulu chant (translated to Engish) the children sing as they
‘stalk’ about the classroom. As the animal is mentioned, the
children imitate the action of that animal.
Walking through Africa, what do I see?
I can see inyoka
looking at me.

inyoka (een-yoh’-gkah) snake

Walking through Africa, what do I see?
I can see ufudu
looking at me

ufudu (oo-foo’-doo) tortoise

Walking through Africa, what do I see?
I can see indlovu
looking at me.

indlovu (een-dloh’-voo) elephant

Walking through Africa, what do I see?
I can see ikhozi
looking at me.

6

ikhozi (ee-koh’zee) eagle
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foundation to year 3

Animals
Zest Festival
Australian Curriculum
ACSSU 002, 005, 017, 211, 044, 043, 073, 094,
ACSHE 013, 050, ACSIS 042
DANCE 2.1, 2.2, 2.6, MUSIC 2.1

ACTIVITIES

homes
Australian Curriculum
ACHHS019, 035, 051, 065
ART 2.2, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.9, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.6, 4.9
ACMMG 009

Context

South Africa has many marine animals similar to those found
in Australia, like whales, sharks and penguins, but some very
different land animals, like elephants, giraffes, lions and
antelope.

Zulus lived in a number of beehive shaped one-room houses
surrounded by a communal fence. Ndebele tribe originally
lived in grass huts, but began using mud walled houses in the
18th century. The outside of the home was painted in colourful
expressive symbols as a form of communication against the
Boer farmers.

For more information

For more information

See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Dancing into the
spirit world; Starry nights; Frustrated negotiations; Claiming
spaces, knowing places.

See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Dancing into the
spirit world; Starry nights; Frustrated negotiations; Claiming
spaces, knowing places; Rainbow cuisine.

Lesson Idea

Lesson Idea

Students can learn the animals’ names, diet and habitat.

Discuss how families live differently in other cultures,
including family units in the home and house and garden
styles.

Context

Younger students can imitate animal sounds and movements
in a classroom safari.
Students can conduct a ‘big five photo safari’ around the
classroom, spotting, identifying and classifying images of
Australian and South African animals.
Older students can compare native animals of South Africa
and Australia for similarities or differences. What is it about
the environment that developed these animals?

Flag
Australian Curriculum
ART 2.1, 2.6, 2.9, 4.6

Context
South Africa’s flag was adopted in 1994 and represents the
coming together of the rainbow nation. The Y shape can be
interpreted as the convergence of the diverse elements within
South African society, taking the road ahead in unity.

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Frustrated
negotiations; Claiming spaces, knowing places; Rainbow cuisine.

Lesson Idea
Students can make a jigsaw by colouring and cutting the seven
shapes in the flag.

Students could make models of different housing types in
South Africa, including a Zulu hut, Khoikhoi bushcamp,
colonial farm house or colourful Ndebele home.

Picture books
Australian Curriculum
ACHHS 018, 034, 050, ACELA 1426, 1460, 1475, ACELY 1655,
1665
ACELT 1575, 1587, 1602, 1608, 1613, 1614, 1619, 1626, 1633,
1639

Lesson Idea
The following picture books on South Africa may be available
in your library
Jock of the Bushveld by Phyllida Brooke-Simons
Not so fast Songololo by Niki Daly
Long Walk to Freedom by Chris van Wyk
At the Crossroads by Rachel Isadora
Adventures of Riley - Safari in South Africa by Amanda Lumry
Makwelane and the Crocodile by Maria Hendricks
My Painted House, My Friendly Chicken, and Me by Maya
Angelou and Margaret Courtney-Clarke
Journey to Jo’burg by Beverley Naidoo

Older students can research what the different colours of the
flag represent.
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ACTIVITIES

Year 4 – 6

PenPal or E-Pal
Australian Curriculum
ACELA 1487, 1488, 1490, 1501, 1504, 1516 ACELY 1694, 1701,
1704, 1714

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Trees, stones, and
plates.

Lesson Idea
Letter writing (or email if you prefer) is a great way
to practise writing skills while sharing cultures.
CHE will facilitate the exchange of details between classes in
Australia and South Africa. Extend this activity with the
following two ideas: ‘Objects in Exile’ and ‘Wish you were
here’.

Objects in Exile
Zest Festival
Australian Curriculum
ACELA 1490, 1502,1504, 1525, ACELY 1694, 1701, 1704, 1714
MEDIA ARTS 4.2, 4.3, 6.3, 6.4/5, 6.9

Wish you were here
Zest Festival
Australian Curriculum
ACELA 1490, 1502, 1504, 1525, ACELY 1694, 1698, 1701, 1704,
1714

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Trees, stones, and
plates; Claiming spaces, knowing places

Lesson Idea
This English activity asks students to describe a location in
detail, as if they were on holiday in a foreign country. The
location could be very small, such as a corner of the
classroom so they can notice and communicate fine details, or
very big, such as the school or town to encourage broad
descriptors and community reflection. Writing could be
formatted as a letter or postcard, with complementary
drawings or photographs.

Star Navigation

For more information

Zest Festival
Australian Curriculum

See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Trees, stones, and
plates; Claiming spaces, knowing places; Collecting
competitions; Shipwrecked at the Southland.

ACELA 1490, 1504, 1797, ACELY 1694, 1701, 1704, 1714,
ACSSU 078, ACSHE 099, 100, ACSIS 125, ACMMG 113, VISUAL
ART 6.1, 6.6

Lesson Idea

Context

Send an object to your penpal school that represents your
class, school or town.

Before we had sophisticated satellites, stars were used as a
navigational tool and are still a formal part of a navigator’s
training. Navigators to Australia in the 1700s could calculate
their latitude by measuring the height of a star above the
horizon. The Southern Cross (Crux) and the Pointers (Alpha
and Beta Centauri) are visible constellations for navigation in
both WA and South Africa.

The school receiving the object takes a series of photos of the
object ‘in exile’, such as in unusual circumstances or famous
locations.
For a creative writing activity, students could write a story
about how the object came to be there, or write a letter home
speaking as the object.
Older students can compare native animals of South Africa
and Australia for similarities or differences. What is it about
the environment that developed these animals?

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Starry nights.

Lesson Idea
For a Design and Technology lesson, students each choose an
eighteenth-century navigational tool to research and construct
a model.
For an English project, students could write a wilderness
navigation guide for visitors to WA or South Africa.
For Science homework, students could find due South using
the stars.
1. Find the Southern Cross.
2. Draw an imaginary line through the long axis of the
Southern Cross beginning with the star that marks the
top of the cross.
3. Extend the line four and a half times the length of the
cross.
4. This will bring you to the point in the sky called the
South Celestial Pole.
5. From this point, drop a line vertically down to the
horizon to find true south.
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Year 4 – 6

ACTIVITIES

Early South African cultures
Australian Curriculum
ACHHS 081, 084, 085, 086, 098, 101, 104, 105 ACHHK 078, 080

Context
San - As the earliest known people in modern South Africa
they did not have a term to refer to themselves. Traditionally
hunter gatherers, they were called San by the Khoikhoi people,
or Bushmen by the Europeans. A 2009 genetic study found the
San are one of 14 known ‘ancestral population clusters’ from
which all modern humans evolved.
Khoikhoi – first recorded at the Cape 2000 years ago, the
Khoikhoi (meaning ‘people people’) are distinct from the San
as they had a more pastoral lifestyle. The Khoikhoi raised
livestock which allowed them to live in larger and more stable
groups than the San. The Khoikhoi had ongoing violent
encounters with the European explorers, as the VOC cape
settlement overtook traditional grazing lands and introduced
diseases like smallpox to which they had no immunity. While
the VOC settlers were not allowed to enslave the Khoikhoi,
they still lost much of their independence, culture and
language as servants on European farms in exchange for food,
clothing, alcohol and tobacco.
Afrikaners – Descended from Europeans of the VOC
settlement, including Dutch Calvinists, French Huguenots, and
German settlers. They speak Afrikaans, a modified form of
Dutch with adopted vocabulary from Malay, German,
Portuguese, Khoisan and Bantu languages. The first white
person to identify themselves as an Afrikaner was Hendrik
Biebouw in 1707, who stated ‘Ik ben een Afrikander’ (I am an
African) when he resisted expulsion from the Cape, the first
recorded sense of belonging to the territory of modern South
Africa rather than a European homeland.

Boers – a distinct group of the larger Afrikaners, the Boers
were freemen who left the Cape colony during the nineteenth
century to escape British rule. Originally called Voortrekkers
as they trekked east

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Dancing into the
spirit world; Frustrated negotiations; Claiming spaces, knowing
places; Starry nights; Rainbow cuisine.

Lesson Idea
For a History lesson create a timeline of South African
cultures, including first identified arrival and distinguishing
cultural characteristics. The timeline should note that these
cultures overlap; not exist exclusive to each other.
For a History or English lesson, imagine you (with the
assistance of time travel) are making a documentary of one of
these cultures. Identify what cultural characteristics should be
recorded, and how you could capture this footage.
For a History or English lesson, write a narrative of one event
from two different perspectives. The two stories should
demonstrate how an interaction is understood differently from
two different cultural viewpoints.
For a History lesson, compare and contrast the experiences of
the Khoikhoi with the experiences of an Australian Indigenous
group. The comparison (in table or other form) should include
historical and modern characteristics, including housing,
livelihood, health, language, population, family structures,
origin beliefs, and interaction with European explorers.

IMAGE/ Charles Davidson Bell (1813–1882), Jan van Riebeeck arrives in Table Bay in April 1652. Source: Suid-Afrikaanse Geskiedenis in Beeld (1989) by Anthony Preston. Bion Books.
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ACTIVITIES

Year 7 – 8

Eleven Languages

Names

Australian Curriculum

Australian Curriculum

ACELA 1528, 1540, 1541, ACMSP169, 170, 171, 172, 207

ACELA 1528, ACELY 1725, 1736

Context

Context

South Africa has eleven official languages and most South
Africans can speak more than one language. Dutch and
English were the first official languages, until Afrikaans
replaced Dutch in 1961. The Khoikhoi people communicated
with a click based language. The most common language
spoken at home is Zulu, however English is commonly used in
the media. To support the survival of different languages,
governments must use a minimum of two languages based on
their local language demographics.

South Africa is often called the ‘Rainbow Nation’ and ‘The
Cradle of Humankind’. Similarly Australia is known as ‘Down
Under’, ‘The Lucky Country’, ‘Sunburnt Country’ and ‘Oz’. What
is the basis of these names, and do they reflect the country
and its people in 2013?

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: The elect; Sharing
the Islamic faith at the Cape; Rainbow cuisine.

Lesson Idea
South African census data for 1996, 2001 and 2011 can be
found at http://www.statssa.gov.za/publications/
populationstats.asp
Studying a multi-lingual country can give students an
opportunity to consider how languages are formed and
shared. Free online translators can form the basis for fun
language lessons, discovering words that share phonetics
across languages. For example ‘photo’ in English is ‘foto’ in
Dutch and Afrikaans, and ‘ifotho’ in Zulu.
For an English project, students could research two or more
languages to find commonalities, origins, and how they have
influenced each other. This should include teaching other
students new words in another language.
For a LOTE activity, students could translate new vocabulary
words, have a ‘word of the week’ or label classroom objects
into Afrikaans.
For a Geography activity, colour and label a map of South
Africa based on home language census data.
For a Maths activity, graph the growth and decline of various
languages based on home language census data.

Many geographical markers have emotional names, such as
Cape of Good Hope. Other South African landmarks were
named by the Dutch colonialists, such the Orange River, South
Africa’s longest river, named by a VOC commander in 1779 in
honour of King William V of Orange. Find additional
information on ‘Orange’ in the supporting resources ‘Dutch
Lives in the World’.
Place names, also known as toponyms, are often changed for
political or social reasons after a significant change in
leadership. They can be as small as changing a street name,
such as the introduction of many Nelson Mandela streets
around the world, or as big as a country – Australia was once
called New Holland!
In Western Australia there have been many changes of
colonial place names to Indigenous names. A Midwest WA
example is the 1991 change of Hamersley National Park to
Karijini National Park, reflecting the traditional area name by
the Banyjima Aboriginal People.
The current name change under discussion in South Africa is
the capital city of Pretoria, named after an early Boer leader
Andries Pretorius, to Tshwane. The name change has
provoked strong negative response from some groups, arguing
that the cost of a symbolic gesture could be better spent on
social issues, and it may have a negative financial impact on
business and tourism.

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Stones of love in
deep time; The geography of (European) emotions; Claiming
spaces, knowing places; Rainbow cuisine.

Lesson Idea
For a Geography activity, students can practise atlas skills by
locating emotion-based or Dutch place names in Australia and
South Africa.
For a Civics and Citizenship activity, students can research
their own family name, including meaning and cultural origin.
As an English activity students create a new nickname for
Australia or South Africa, including a media release arguing
for the new name adoption.
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Year 7 – 8

Diamonds

ACTIVITIES

Johannesburg and Gold

Australian Curriculum

Australian Curriculum

ACSHE 120, 121, 135, 136, 224, 227, ACSSU 153

ACSHE 120, 121, 135, 136, 224, 227, ACSSU 116, 153,
ACMSP 169, 170, 171, 172, 207

Context
Diamonds have been popular throughout history, signifying
supreme strength (the origin word, Adamas, is Greek for
Indestructable). They have also been connected to magic and
madness, to ward off evil spirits, as a cure for nightmares, and
even as a potent poison in the sixteenth century. Diamonds
became a symbol of love in Greek culture, as their dancing
sparkle was seen as the unextinguishable flame of love.
However, the practice of giving one as an engagement promise
originated in Austria in 1477.
Diamonds form a significant part of the economy and history
of both Australia and South Africa. The discovery of diamonds
at Kimberley in South Africa in 1866 impacted territory lines,
and was used as a major justification for both slavery and
limited racial freedoms.
De Beers, established in Johannesburg in 1888, was the
world’s largest diamond company, until it was surpassed by
the major mining companies BHP Billiton and Rio Tinto
(British-Australian), Alrosa (Russia) and Petra (Africa). De
Beers was instrumental in limiting diamond availability to
maintain an illusion of scarcity, and promoting sentimental
links between diamonds and romance.

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Stones of love in
deep time.

Lesson Idea
For a History lesson, students could compare the social,
economic and political impact of diamond mining in Australian
and South African history.

Context
A gold rush was triggered in the 1880s in the mineral rich
mountains of Witwatersrand, famous for being the source of
40% of all mined gold. The town of Johannesburg grew rapidly
from a small settlement to a large city, predominatly
populated by European migrant miners searching for fortune
and a substantial support service population.

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Stones of love in
deep time; Fighting for freedom or federation.

Lesson Idea
For a History lesson, students could compare the social,
economic and political impacts of the Witwatersrand and
Kalgoorlie gold rushes.
For an Economics lesson, students could compare the current
impact of mining on the South African and Western Australian
economies. This could include research on taxes and
legislation, investment, company ownership, major
personalities, environmental impacts, community benefits and
social issues.
For a Geography lesson, students could research the
geological conditions for gold and precious metals that make
Australia and South Africa so rich in minerals.
For a Maths lesson, students could research and graph the
value of gold over a designated time period.

For a Geography lesson, students could research the
geological conditions of temperature and pressure in the
cratonic lithosphere that make Australia and South Africa a
valuable diamond source.
For an Economics lesson, students could conduct a case study
of De Beers, looking at the power of market control, the
illusion of scarcity, and the value of sentimental marketing.
For a Media Arts lesson, students could create an advertising
poster promoting diamonds for one of the non-romantic
historical purposes.
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ACTIVITIES

Year 9

Resistance
Australian Curriculum
ACELA 1560, ACELY 1742, 1745, 1746, ACELT 1633, 1637,
ACDSEH 018, 083, 085, ACHHS 172
DRAMA 10.2, 10.3, 10.6, 10.7, MEDIA ARTS 10.3, 10.4, 10.6

Context
The well known mutiny of the Batavia crew off the coast of
Western Australia is just one of the acts of resistance aboard a
VOC ship during its voyages. The Meermin, a VOC slave ship
bound for Cape Town in 1766, was overtaken by the captured
slaves lead by Massavana who demanded the ship be sailed
back to Madagascar - but each night the experienced Dutch
crew turned the boat around to Cape Town.

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: What does it mean
to be free?; ‘I am an imprisoned man’; Sharing the Islamic faith at
the Cape; From orange to empire.

War and Conflict

Lesson Idea

Australian Curriculum

As a Politics lesson, students could discuss what makes a
good leader. Use this list of leadership qualities to assess the
characteristics and actions of Massavana and our leaders
today.

ACELT 1633, ACELY 1745, ACHHS 164

As a History lesson, brainstorm the difference between a
mutiny and a resistance, including positive or negative
connotations, reasons, images and associations. Can they
name any mutinies from history or movies (eg the Bounty,
‘Pirates of the Carribean’). Students should question how
these differ from disobedience, rule breaking or war (as an
extreme).
As a creative writing project, students can write a script,
screenplay or storyboard of ‘Meermin and Massavana’, an
imaginary movie of the events. Perhaps assign students
different part of the story to write.
As an English activity, students rewrite the story from the
viewpoint of different characters. How would the Captain’s
version differ from that of Massavana?
Similar to the activity above, students could conduct interviews
of the characters, asking and answering questions to
ascertain different versions of the events.

Context
Two wars were fought between the British Empire against two
Dutch settler states, the Orange Free State and the Transvaal
Republic. The Boers (Afrikaner farmers) fought against a
union of the South African states under British rule. While
they did not have a formal military, they Boer fighters were
tactical, flexible and good marksmen, and were ultimately
successful, negotiating a truce after 4 months of sporadic
fighting.
However, the British returned when significant gold deposits
were found 30 miles south of the Boer capital, Pretoria, and
the added lure of gold encouraged Britain to commit
significant resources to the war, including contingents from
the newly formed Commonwealth of Australia. As the
Australian climate was similar to that of South Africa the
soldiers adapted quickly to the environment, with
approximately 20,000 Australians serving, and 1000 killed.
After the British took the capital of Pretoria, the Boers
launched a two year guerilla campaign, which was eventually
defeated by the establishment of concentration camps and
destruction of farms and towns by the British.

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: The elect; From
orange to empire; Fighting for freedom or federation.
The Australian War Memorial website has resources available
at http://www.awm.gov.au/education/resources/nurses/

Lesson Idea
For an English lesson, students could read Stones for My
Father by Trilby Kent, drawing comparisions to other young
adult war texts such as Tomorrow, When the War Began by
John Marsden.
For a fun language activity, teach students to say ‘Peace’ in the
eleven South African national languages.
For a History lesson, explore the role of nurses in the war,
including initial skepticism at their value. Case studies can be
explored on Bessie Pocock and the three Australian nurses
awarded the Royal Red Cross.
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Year 10

Literature
Australian Curriculum
ACELA 1565, ACELT 1639, 1642, 1643, 1774 ACELY 1749, 1752

Lesson Idea
The following South African texts are included in the WA year
11 and 12 curriculum reading lists. These could be a class text
for the term, or perhaps extension reading for gifted and
talented students.
• Once Upon a Time by Nadine Gordimer (short story)
• Footprints in the Quag by Miriam Tlali (collection of short
stories)
• Voices from Within by Michael Chapman and Achmat Dangor
(poetry)
• Waiting for the Barbarians by J.M. Coetzee (novel)

ACTIVITIES

Square Kilometre Array (SKA)
Zest Festival
Australian Curriculum
ACSSU 188, ACSHE 191, 192, 195

Context
South Africa (RSA) and Western Australia (WA) have a special
scientific partnership with the Square Kilometre Array. ‘The
Square Kilometer Array is a next-generation highly sensitive
radio telescope. Instead of a single dish its comprised of a
series of smaller antennas arranged in clusters spread over
3000 kilometres, linked electronically to form one enormous
telescope’ (Window to the Universe, p116, ANZSKA)

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Starry nights.

Lesson Idea
For a Geography lesson, students should research what
makes WA and South Africa good locations for the SKA. Using
an image of the world at night is useful in understanding
population density and radio interference. Using this criteria,
students should work in teams to debate for the SKA to be
located in their assigned country.
For a Science activity, students can investigate the modern
and historical measurements of time and distance used in
astronomy including how they were invented, how they are
measured, in which situations they are used and examples in
astronomy. Suggestions include megametre, gigametre,
terametre, petametre, zettametre, exametre, yottametre, light
year, parsec, astronomical unit (AU), light-second, Kilolightyear and Megalight-year.
For a research project, students can research existing major
telescopes, including location, diameter, height above sea
level, funding and interesting facts. Suggestions include Keck,
Large Binocular Telescope, Gemini North, Gemini South,
Anglo-Australian Telescope, Giant Magellan telescope,
European Extremely Large Telescope and Gran Telescopio
Canarias.
For a Design and Technology project, students can construct
models of the various types of radio attenas used in the SKA
using household objects. These could then be positioned in
the classroom to replicate the size and scale of the SKA. This
should include researching real design features and
engineering issues.
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ACTIVITIES

Year 10

Searching for Sugarman
Australian Curriculum
ACELA 1572, ACELT 1639, 1812, ACELY 1752, ACDSEH143,
ACHHS190, 191
MEDIA ARTS 10.7, 10.11

Context
During Apartheid, music played an important part in the
resistance movement emerging as one of the tools which
enabled Africans to come together. Aside from raising spirits,
song could aid communication and raise awareness.

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Emotions in song.

Lesson Idea
Please note this documentary is rated M and contains coarse
language. Teachers should review for appropriateness before
showing students.
A 2012 Oscar-nominated documentary, ‘Searching for
Sugarman’, shares the story of failed Detroit folksinger,
Rodriguez. When a bootleg copy of his music is smuggled into
South Africa, unbeknown to him, Rodriguez becomes an
inspiration for the anti-Apartheid movement. Described as a
story of hope, inspiration and the resonating power of music.

Segregation
Australian Curriculum
ACELA 1564, ACELT 1644, 1815, ACDSEH 143, ACHHS 182, 192

Context
Racial segregation began in colonial times under Dutch rule,
however it’s the Apartheid system of racial segregation that
South Africa is remembered for. Introduced in 1948 and
inforced for 42 years, it segregated people based on four racial
groups. Segregation occured in residential areas, beaches,
education, and health care, providing non-white people with
inferior services.

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: What does it mean
to be free?; ‘I am an African’; The elect: Sharing the Islamic faith
at the Cape; From orange to empire; Fighting for freedom or
federation.
A BBC clip of conditions under Apartheid is available at
www.bbc.co.uk/learningzone/clips/conditions-in-southafrica-1957/6196.html

Lesson Idea
For a research project, students could investigate segregation
laws and present them in a timeline.
For a creative writing lesson, students could write a diary
entry on how they would feel if they were refused entry
to a venue.
For a practical experience, students could segregate the
classroom seating based on (non-discriminatory)
classifications, such as birthday month. Students with January
to June birthdays could receive one right, such as a seat or a
vote in a decision, whereas those with July to December do not.
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Year 10

ACTIVITIES

Freedom
Australian Curriculum
ACELT 1644, 1815, ACELY 1750, 1751, 1813, ACHHS 188, 190,
192, ACDSEH 143, ACMSP 249, 250, 251, 253

Context
Many freedoms we take for granted in Australia are unknown
in other countries. Freedom for all races in South Africa is
now celebrated with Freedom Day, the 27 April, a national
South African public holiday which celebrates freedom and the
first national elections when voting became open to all races.
In 1797, the Dutch colonial governing authority decreed that
certain racial groups required ‘passes’ from a local official to
travel, similar to slave requirements at the time. In 1885,
African workers at diamond mines were closed into barrack
compounds and denied access to the outside world for the
length of their contract. In 1960 opposing political
organisations were declared illegal and detention without trial
was introduced.

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: What does it mean
to be free?; ‘I am an African’; The elect: Sharing the Islamic faith
at the Cape; ‘I am an imprisoned man’; From orange to empire;
Fighting for freedom or federation.
A BBC news report of the first South African free elections in
1994 can be viewed at http://www.bbc.co.uk/archive/
apartheid/7226.shtml
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Lesson Idea
For an English lesson, students could write a script or role
play a scenario imagining how the removal of one right would
impact their lives.
For an Civics and Citizenship lesson, students could debate
how far individual rights should extend and what
circumstances justify limiting our freedom. Explore the
concepts and balance of ‘Freedom to’ and ‘Freedom from’.
Students could discuss an open question like ‘Which right is
our most valued?’
Students can explore what legislation or rules protect their
own freedom – in their school, the community and the country.
Provide students with a real life document to analyse, such as
a rental or job application. Are their any questions on the form
that could violate an individual’s rights?
As a Maths lesson, students could box plot statistics from
annual reports from the Human Rights Commission of
Australia. Annual reports include statistics on enquiries and
complaints, broken down into the five Acts of Race, Sex,
Disability, Age and Human Rights, including the sub-area and
complaint outcome, available at http://humanrights.gov.au/
about/publications/annual_reports/index.html
For a Politics lesson, students could debate who has the right
to vote - such as setting a new voting age. Discuss why the
right to vote is important, and how our community would be
affected if only people over the age of 50 were allowed to vote.
How would this affect the spending of public funds and
decisions made?
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ACTIVITIES

whole school

Sports
Zest Festival
Australian Curriculum

Zest Festival
Australian Curriculum

HEALTH & PE 2.21, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, 4.17, 4.20,
5.17, 6.3, 6.15, 6.17, 6.21

HEALTH & PE 2.2, 3.2

Lesson Idea
South Africa and Australia are well known for their sporting
rivalries. Host a series of lunch time sports matches in
cricket, rugby and netball.engineering issues.

Art online
Australian Curriculum
ART 4.5, 4.6, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6

Lesson Idea
In 2012, Kalbarri District School created a series of artworks
that were displayed electronically at The Hague in the
Netherlands. This presentation can be viewed online at http://
www.culturalheritageconnections.org/wiki/Exchange_of_
Artworks_between_Kalbarri_and_Kastanjelaan_Schools
Each year we would like to add selected students’ work
samples to this electronic presentation. Artworks should
reflect the themes of shared culture, maritime history or
emotions.

Rieldans dance
Zest Festival
Australian Curriculum
DANCE 2.6, 4.5, 4.6, 6.6, 6.8, 6.9, 8.9, 10.9,
HEALTH & PE 3.11, 3.16, 4.14, 4.19, 4.20, 5.14, 5.21, 6.21

Context
Rieldans is a South African dancing style that can be traced
back to the Khoikhoi people. It is an energetic, fast paced
dance performed in a circle individually or with a partner.

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Dancing into the
spirit world; Emotions in song.

Lesson Idea
To learn the Reildans, there are videos on YouTube, but we
recommend asking a South African to teach the complex
footwork.
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Food

Context
Indigenous food included gathered fruits, nuts and plants, wild
game and cooked grains. A typical meal consisted of a fluffy
maize porridge with stewed meat gravy.
From European colonial influences came foods like potjiekos
(small pots cooked over fire), tamatiebredie (tomato and meat
stew), melktert (milk tart), Biltong and Droewors (dried meat)
and Koeksister (twisted donut coated in sugar syrup).
A distinctive style of cooking called ‘Cape Dutch’ dates back to
the Dutch colonialists, with an emphasis on spices of nutmeg,
allspice and chilli from the VOC spice and slave ships. A typical
dish is Bobotie – spiced minced meat baked with a egg
topping.
Indian food was also introduced with the slave trade. Bunny
Chow (also known as Bunny or Kota) is a hollowed out half loaf
of bread filled with curry. During Apartheid, Indians were not
allowed in certain restaurants so they were served at the back
door with the bread forming a bowl in place of traditional
Indian roti bread.
For modern South Africans the focus of any meal is meat,
including the well known Braai (Barbecue). Meat is commonly
served with vegetable sides of pumpkin, beans or cabbage.

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Rainbow cuisine.

Lesson Idea
Students can try cooking the traditional South African Mielie
Bread, a sweetened bread baked with sweetcorn, eaten warm
and buttered.
Recipe
1 410g tin creamed sweetcorn
2 Cups self raising flour
pinch of salt
250ml of milk
Instructions
Combine all ingredients and pour into a greased and lined
bread tin. Bake at 180°C for 1 hour.
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Whole School

ACTIVITIES

Ropes and Knots
Ropes and knots are a feature of the 2013 Zest
Festival. The following activities have been designed
for teachers to expand this theme into the
classroom.
Zest Festival
Australian Curriculum
ACMMG 219
ART 2.2, 2.6, 4.1, 4.5, 4.6, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6

Context
Did you know each rope on a boat has a different name, and
none of them are called ‘ropes’! Sheets, lines, cables, rigging
and stays are all nautical ‘rope’ terms, depending what the
rope is being used for.
Rope was used to calculate the ship’s speed in knots. Speed
was determined by throwing a log overboard with a piece of
rope tied at 5.2m intervals. A sailor counted thirty seconds and
the number of ‘knots’ that had passed was the speed of the
ship.

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Spinning a yarn and
the Flying Dutchman.
The Scouts website has a useful animated knot tying lesson at
www.boyslife.org/about-scouts/large-width/644/learn-totie-knots

Lesson Idea
Rope in knots
Students can learn the different parts of the rope, types of
knots and the different situation for different knots. Perhaps
each student could be assigned one knot to learn, and then
teach to others.
To increase the difficulty for older students challenge them to
tie or untie knots while blindfolded, as if their ship was sailing
at night or in a storm.
Rope as art
The Zest Festival will include a rope sculpture exhibition on
the beach called Binding Realities. Classes can make rope
sculpture contributions to this exhibition. Please contact
Rebecca.Millar@uwa.edu.au for exhibition details. EOI to
participate due 31 May 2013.

Rope at work
Aside from sailors, brainstorm what other occupations do you
need rope skills for? Examples include caving and climbing,
SES rescue, firefighters, surgeons, fishermen, truck drivers.
Rope in measurement
Test the speed of students by walking, jogging and running
with a piece of knotted string. Have another student count and
another record the number of knots that pass in 15 seconds.
Ropes in teamwork
Ropes are commonly used is team building activities as
multiple people can contribute at once, and require
communication to not get tangled.

Rope as craft
Macramé is a form of textile craft using knots traditionally
used by sailors for decoration. Macramé crafts projects for the
classroom include making belts, key chains or bracelets.

For lower primary students, have everyone in the group pick
up the piece of rope with one hand, so they are all holding the
same rope standing in a line. They can slide their hands along
the rope, but cannot pass another players hands. Then ask the
groups to form different shapes, from simple (triangle), to
complex (stars, letters).

Rope as exercise
Try physical exercises including ropes include tug of war, jump
rope, and rope twirling.

For middle school students, this can be made more
challenging by those holding the rope be blindfolded, and have
other students directing with voice.

Rope in the home
Practical knot tying skill activities include shoelaces, ties
(Windsor knot), gift bows and knot magic tricks.

For secondary students, groups are given a large knotted
tangled rope to untangle. The challenge is that every student
must be holding the rope with at least one hand at all times.
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ACTIVITIES

whole school

Music
Zest Festival
Australian Curriculum
ACHHK 064
MUSIC 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8, 4.4, 4.6, 4.8, 4.9, 6.4, 6.6, 6.8, 8.1,
8.6, 8.8, 10.8
DANCE 4.5, 4.6, 6.5, 6.6, 6.8, 8.6, 8.9, 10.6

For more information
See Stories for Teachers and Students 2013: Dancing into the
spirit world; Emotions in song.

Context
Drumming
Communal drumming has long been a part of South African
culture, performed at ceremonies, rites of passage and
religious gatherings. The iconic chalice shaped drum with a
wooden body, narrow centre and skin top is called a Djembe.
Bigger bass drums are used to establish and keep the beat,
while smaller hand drums such as the Zulu Dlamo can
harmonise.
National Anthem
The South African national anthem is a combination of two
songs with lyrics in five different languages. it mentions many
similar concepts to Advance Australia Fair including freedom,
colours of nature and geographical features, along with
striking differences in regard to experiences of war, suffering,
unity and faith.
Instruments
Aside from drums, other South African instruments include:
Vuvuzela – a thin horn that produces a loud monotone note
(commonly used a football matches)
Ramkie – a three stringed guitar
Mamokhorong – a one string violin
Penny whistle – a small affordable tin flute
Cocoon Rattles – rows of cocoons stitched together and worn
around ankles while dancing.
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Gospel
South Africa is well known for energetic gospel and acappella
music, such as the Soweto Gospel Choir and Ladysmith Black
Mambazo.
Cape Minstrel Carnival
Cape Malay is an ethnic community of South Africa, formed in
Cape Town from Javanese slaves arriving from the Dutch
colony of Indonesia. This cultural group developed a
characteristic ‘Cape Malay’ music, using a barrel shaped
drum called the ‘Ghoema’.
The annual Cape Minstrel Carnival, known as Tweede Nuwe
Jaar (second new year), is Cape Town’s longest-running street
party, tracing back to old slave traditions during the days of
the Cape Colony. Historically celebrated on the one day Cape
slaves were given off every year, the carnival is marked today
on January 1 by merrymaking, music and a parade.
Performers from local communities, dressed as minstrels and
waving parasols, dance and sing their way from Zonnebloem
through the city.
Legend has it that the carnival was influenced by a group of
African-American musicians who docked in Cape Town in the
late 1800s and entertained sailors with their spontaneous
performances. Many tunes played during the parade are more
than 200 years old, although local interpretations of modern
pop songs are played too. The song-and-dance troupes
involved take the event very seriously – some start practising
up to six months in advance – and there are prizes for the
most flamboyant performance, the best-dressed troupe, the
best singer and the best band.
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Whole School

ACTIVITIES

Lesson Idea
Drumming
The Zest Festival is working with the ARC Centre of Excellence
for the History of Emotions to organise drumming workshops
at Kalbarri District School in term 3. Other interested Midwest
schools are encouraged to contact emotions@uwa.edu.au to
organise workshops (cost involved).
National Anthem
Students could compare the Australian and South African
anthems, discussing the role of an anthem and how it may
reflect the country.
Instruments
Students can make their own instruments, particularly drums
and rattles, from household goods.
Younger students may enjoy playing their homemade
instruments in a class band or at assembly.
Gospel
If your school has a choral group, they could learn and
perform a gospel song in the high energy South African style.
There are many clips available on YouTube for demonstration.
Cape Ministrel Carnival
As a whole school activity, host a Cape Minstrel Carnival,
swith each class competing as a troupe.
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Planning Resources Links

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM AND
ZEST FESTIVAL WEEKEND LINKS

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM AND ZEST FESTIVAL WEEKEND LINKS

Zest Festival Weekend

Intercultural Understanding

Ethical Understanding

Personal and Social Capability

Critical and Creative Thinking

ICT Capability

Numeracy

Literacy

Technologies

Science

Math

Languages

History

GENERAL CAPABILITIES

Geography

Economics & Business

Civics & Citizenship

Health & Physical Education

English

LEARNING AREAS

Arts

ACTIVITIES

South African Children’s Games
Animals
Flag
Homes
Picture Books
PenPal or E-Pal
Objects in Exile
Wish You Were Here
Star Navigation
Early South African Cultures
Eleven Languages
Names
Diamonds
Johannesburg and Gold
Resistance
War and Conflict
Senior Secondary Literature
Square Kilometre Array
Searching for Sugarman
Segregation
Freedom
Sports
Art Online
Food
Dance
Music
Ropes and Knots

Refers to published or draft Australian Curriculum, with links referenced at each activity.
Refers to published or draft Australian Curriculum, with links referenced at each activity.

Refers
toACARA
ACARAShape
Shape
papers
or consultation
papers,
at January
Refers to
papers
or consultation
papers,
as at as
January
2013. 2013.
Refers to activities directly relating to Zest Festival events.

Refers to activities directly relating to Zest Festival events.
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Teacher’s Unit Record

Planning Resources

TEACHER’S UNIT RECORD
Use this document to record your activities, units of work, resources and assessment tasks.
TEACHER’S UNIT RECORD
Use this document to record your activities , units of work, resources and assessment tasks.
Year Level:

Teacher & EAs:

Activity/Unit:

Timeframe:
Learning Area:

Main Learning Area and Content Descriptors

General Capabilities and Cross
Curriculum Priorities

Learning Area:

Identify and describe the general
capabilities and cross-curriculum
priorities that will be targeted in the
activity/unit.

Insert the Content Descriptions and relevant Elaborations for the learning area
and year level from the Australian Curriculum.

Delete those that don’t apply.

TEACHING AND LEARNING

Achievement Standard
Insert the achievement standard for the learning area and year level from the
Australian Curriculum and highlight specific aspects being addressed.

Literacy
Numeracy
ICT capability
Critical and creative thinking

Description of Zest Festival Related Activities

Ethical behaviour

Add a description of the activity or activities that will be covered within one
learning area.

Personal and social capability
Intercultural understanding
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander histories and cultures
Asia and Australia’s
engagement with Asia
Sustainability

Assessment

Resources

DEVELOP ASSESSMENT

Identify what is being assessed.

Identify what is going to be collected.

Outline the products that will be available for display at the Zest Festival and/or
other public venues. (Include size, space required and technology required)
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Planning Resources Teacher’s unit record

Learning Area

Strands

Sub Strands

English

Language

Language variation and change
Language for interaction
Text structure and organisation
Expressing and developing ideas
Sound and letter knowledge

Literature

Literature and context
Responding to literature
Examining literature
Creating literature

Literacy

Texts in context
Interacting with others
Interpreting, analyzing, evaluating

Number and Algebra

Number and place value (F-8)
Fractions and decimals (1-6)

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM

IDENTIFY CURRICULUM COVERAGE

Creating texts
Mathematics

Real numbers (7-10)
Money and financial mathematics (1-10)
Patterns and algebra (F-10)
Linear and non-linear relationships (8-10)
Measurement & Geometry

Using units of measurement (F-10)
Shape (F-7)
Geometric reasoning (3-10)
Location and transformation (F-7)
Pythagoras and trigonometry (9-10)

Statistics & Probability

Chance (1-10)
Data representation and interpretation (F-10)

Understanding
Fluency
Problem Solving
Reasoning
History

Historical Knowledge & Understanding
Historical Skills

Science

Science Understanding

Biological Sciences
Chemical Sciences
Earth and Space Sciences
Physical sciences

Science as a Human Endeavour

Nature and development of science
Use and influence of science

Science Inquiry Skills

Questioning and predicting
Planning and conducting
Processing and analysing data and information
Evaluating
Communicating
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Teacher’s unit record

Learning Area

Strands

S&E

Investigation, communication and Participation

Planning Resources

Sub Strands

Place and Space
Resources
Culture

WA Curriculum Framework

Natural and Social Systems
Health &
Physical
Education

Skills for Physical Activity
Self Management Skills
Interpersonal Skills
Knowledge & Understandings

The Arts

Arts Ideas
Arts Responses
Arts Skills and Processes
Arts in Society

Technology &
Enterprise

Technology Process
Systems
Materials
Information

LOTE

Listening and responding and speaking
Viewing, reading and responding
Writing
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Planning Resources Teacher’s unit record

Term three
Week

School Dates

Zest Dates

My Notes

(starting)
1

Mon 22 - First day of term 3

22 July
2
29 July
3
5 Aug
4
12 Aug
5
19 Aug
6
26 Aug
7
2 Sept
8
9 Sept
9

Fri 20 - Binding Realities sculptures
installed

16 Sept

Sat 21 -Far from Home Exhibition opens
Sat 21 & Sun 22 ZEST FESTIVAL

10

Fri 27 - Last day of term 3

Sun 29 - Far from Home Exhibition closes

23 Sept
Holiday
30 Sept
- 11 Oct
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Zest Festival 2013

Supporting Resources

ZEST FESTIVAL 2013
The Zest Festival 2013 will cast its eye over the ocean
to Cape Town in South Africa. South Africa was a
critical place to rest, restock and reman your vessel.
Who would have hopped on the Zuytdorp and placed
their fate at the cliffs of Western Australia? Let the
music and dance of South Africa get you moving and
open your heart to be moved by stories of the Cape.

Chamber Of Rhetoric

Here in Kalbarri we will be exploring our cultural connections to
the Cape and celebrating these through dance, movement, art,
music, performance, food and adventure. This year we will
uncover the meaning of home and the power of travel to forge
bonds and relationships over vast distances.

Binding Realities Sculpture

There will be a rope theme as we have a fishing history and
have used rope like those sailors who travelled the trading
routes long ago. Learn ropemaking skills and how to use rope
from mooring a boat to hauling a craypot. The Kalbarri District
School emblem has a circle of rope which symbolises unity and
the bonds of friendship.

Far From Home Exhibition

What is home? How do we remember it when we are away?
What do we take with us to remind us of home when we travel
or migrate and why? This exhibition asks the community to share
their stories and objects reflecting on those who’ve travelled far
and European exploration/colonisation in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries.
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This year we will see a South African influence for the Chamber
of Rhetoric. The story of the Zuytdorp deepens as drumbeats,
dance, fire, Nanda storytelling and the sounds of the Cape come
alive with the movements of a port. Here cargo is being loaded,
people disembarking, nimble, brave bodies navigating ropes,
calling, singing and working in unison.
This sculpture exhibition is inspired by rope and its role in
maritime history. Dutch boats in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries had vast quantities of rope on board and whole towns
in the Netherlands were focused on growing hemp/flax crops for
rope construction in ropewalks – long custom made buildings for
the making of rope. It was an entire industry. When boats made it
to Cape Town, rope repair would have been part of the many jobs
to do at port. Join in a rope splicing workshop and help create a
Kalbarri community rope which will be turned into a sculpture.
Why not make a sculpture of your own?

Trade Winds Taste Tent

Discover the food, flavours and culinary influences of the Cape
and enjoy the fruits of the ocean with Kalbarri seafood.

The Great Race

Test your orientation skills and race around the amazing
landscape of Kalbarri finding messages and learning about our
history, geology and nature. If you make it you’ll have the chance to
win a Kalbarri Adventure Safari package. You could find yourself
jumping out of a plane, leaning over a gorge wall on a rope,
canoeing the majestic Murchison River, quad biking and riding on
horseback through a wildflower wilderness. Are you game?
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Supporting Resources zest festival 2013
Kalbarri Horse Trek

A 10 day horse riding safari: see wildlife, wildflowers, and ancient
landscapes and learn about our history and connections to South
Africa. We want to celebrate the significance of the role of horses
and the cultural link between Western Australia and South
Africa. What better way than to do it on horseback. Horses first
arrived in Australia with the First Fleet in 1788. They were picked
up in Cape Town, South Africa together with other livestock and
supplies needed for the new Colony. Explorers, stockmen,
settlers, bushrangers and troopers all relied on horses that
could travel long distances, day after day. This is a splendid way
to experience a place and learn about the role of horses in this
country. Why not watch these riders come into town and find out
what they have found in the bush?

Film night

Watch films created by Kalbarri locals and people from South
Africa or who have a story to tell about being ‘far from home’.
Enjoy a South African feature film under the stars.

Mallee Fowl, geckos, hopping mice, pigmy possums and unique
flora and geology. Come on a biodiversity walk and talk series
with a geologist, ecologist and botanist. Discover the links
between South African flora and geology and Kalbarri.

Zest Markets

Vibrant wares to stock your pantry, furnish your home,
bring colour to your wardrobe, or find a gift to send to a loved
one far from home. Maybe buy a spice or two to flavour your next
dish. Find out about the story of trade in the Cape and the
importance of this stopping point to the health and wellbeing
of those on board.

South African games

Come and join in the fun on the foreshore. Can you do Double
Dutch, spin a hoop, and throw a rugby ball? There will be so
many games and some you’ll have never heard of before. Are you
willing to give it a go?

Wild Life Heritage

When we think of South Africa we think of big game and Safaris.
We will explore the incredible biodiversity of our region sharing
with visitors the whales, dolphins, kangaroos, emus, snakes,
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Stones of Love in Deep Time:
Ancient rocks, old emotions,
new business opportunities
The lands that are now Australia and South Africa share a longer
history than many know and the discoveries in the earth beneath
us have revealed intense emotions in our societies.
The oldest recorded life forms on our planet are found in
our two lands. The Pilbara region of WA is host to microbes
known as stromatolites some 3.2 billion years old. Stromatolites
2.5 billion years old are found in the Transvaal Supergroup of
South Africa. Shark Bay’s living marine stromatolites are a mere
2000-3000 years old but their scientific importance was a key
part of the region being declared a World Heritage Area. Until
those at Shark Bay were discovered in the 1950s, scientists only
knew about stromatolites as fossils from ancient times. At Shark
Bay they can study them as life forms doing what stromatolites
were also doing billions of years ago when they dominated life in
the seas.
Joined in deep time, South Africa and Australia also have
geological features in common, not least a bounty of diamonds,
gold and iron ore buried below the surface. Our shared history of
British colonial control has resulted in both our diamond-mining
regions being named Kimberley. But why? How are emotions
mixed up in this story?
Diamonds were discovered in the North Cape Province of South
Africa in 1866, when Erasmus Jacobs saw a bright pebble on the
banks of the Orange River at his father’s farm. This turned out to
be a 21.25 carat diamond. Three years later, a much larger 83.50
carat diamond, known as the ‘Star of South Africa’, was found on
a nearby farm, Vooruitzigt (‘outlook’ in English) which belonged
to the De Beer brothers, Diederik Arnoldus and Johannes
Nicholas. This discovery sparked a frenzy. Within just a month,
over 800 claims had been made and two to three thousand men
were busy at work cutting in to the hills. The area quickly
became known as ‘New Rush’. The little hill soon became a
mine. Today it is known as the ‘Big Hole’, 463 metres wide and
covering a surface of some 17 hectares. Within less than ten
years, the town was the second largest in South Africa. Everyone
had a dream of riches to be found.
Colonial politics soon were caught up in the mix, with Boer
(Afrikaner farmers) and British political leaders arguing over
who should control the newly wealthy region, and what name it
should be given. The Secretary of State for the Colonies, John
Wodehouse, Lord Kimberley, writing from London, insisted that
the lands had to receive (what he decided were) ‘decent and
intelligible names.’ In particular, he wrote scornfully that he did
not want them ‘in any way connected with such a vulgarism as
New Rush and as for the Dutch name, Vooruitzigt … he could
neither spell nor pronounce it.’ The Colonial Secretary, J.B.
Currey, decided the best thing to do was to name it after
Kimberley himself. The mine became known internationally as
the Kimberley Mine.
The company De Beers was founded in 1888, by Cecil Rhodes,
now famous for his educational philanthropy worldwide. He had
started off renting water to the miners during the early diamond
rush and soon made enough profit to buy land claims and start
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his own mining company. The ‘De Beer’ name was an emotional
one. The brothers themselves had no connection to the firm,
but the brothers’ farm had been the site of the biggest diamond
found at that time. The farm was one of those that Rhodes
and his business partner Barney Barnato purchased. It was a
name that represented hope. Unfortunately Barnato and
Rhodes quarrelled over the business: Rhodes won out and
Barnato mysteriously disappeared over the side of a ship
sailing for London.
How is it that diamonds have become the ‘stone of love’, those
most commonly chosen for engagement rings? Diamonds had
been a favourite of the nobility for engagement rings since
Archduke Maximilian of Austria had given one as a betrothal gift
to Mary of Burgundy in 1477. However, the new diamond
discoveries in South Africa’s Kimberley increased global
supplies, and opened up to many more people the possibility of
purchasing such a stone. During the twentieth century, diamond
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companies actively promoted the idea, especially De Beers.
Suddenly, diamonds were the stone for engagement rings.
The De Beers company was smart. They knew how to play on
emotions. They were responsible for creating the idea that a man
should spend the equivalent of one-month’s salary on
purchasing a diamond. Later on, this increased to two month’s
salary! A man who spent any less might be made to feel guilty
about how he showed his love.
Diamonds from the East Kimberley region in WA are a slightly
more recent phenomenon. In 1881, the region (also named after
Lord Kimberley) was the site of exciting gold discoveries for
Europeans looking to make money. However, it signalled a more
intensive phase of loss of traditional lands for the Bunura people,
who, under the leadership of Jandamarra, fought determinedly
but unsuccessfully to see the newcomers off their lands.
There had been discoveries of small quantities of diamonds by
gold prospectors in the nineteenth century. It was only in 1979
though that serious investigation uncovered a richer deposit
under the surface, and even then, it was only in 1985 that a mine
was commissioned. The Argyle diamond mine now provides over
90% of the world’s total supply of pink diamonds and also mines
extremely rare blue diamonds. It is now the fourth largest
diamond producer in the world, by volume.
Australia’s special pink and blue diamonds are also cleverly
marketed through desire, making their customers feel special
about their exclusive purchase. Only a small handful of the best
pink diamonds are released for restricted sale each year at an
invitation-only event. This keeps them highly sought-after. The
company has since followed the same pattern for their even
rarer blue and violet diamonds, with the best diamonds collected
over several years forming the ‘Once in a Blue Moon’ collection
released for sale in 2009.
Emotions are also attached to particular gems. The most famous
example of a blue diamond, the 45.52 carat Hope Diamond, is
famously considered cursed. Mined in India sometime in the
seventeenth century, and now in the Smithsonian Natural History
Museum, this diamond was previously owned by Louis XIV, Louis
XV and the guillotined Louis XVI, before it was smuggled out to
London in the French Revolution and sold to a rich banking
family, the Hopes. However, it has passed through the hands of
many owners who do not appear to have suffered ill fortune, so
perhaps this is just one more emotional story designed to attract
viewers and visitors!
What lies beneath the surface of our lands has uncovered and
reflected mixed feelings of greed, hope, scorn, anger, sorrow,
love and fear that lie within us and our communities.
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The Geography of (European)
Emotions: Good Hope and
Good Health
On either side of the equator lies an area known as the
Intertropical Convergence Zone (ICTZ), or more commonly as the
doldrums. Here, low pressure and solar heating forces air to rise
and cause immense rain, making the area one of the wettest in
the world. With the air rising upwards rather than horizontally, the
area has made tough work for sailors trying to catch the wind in
the sails. In the age of sails, all they could do was wait, hope and
pray for favourable winds to continue on their journey. On the
voyage that brought Dirk Hartog to Australian shores, for example,
Hartog lost six weeks in the Gulf of Guinea near Cape Lopez.
Adding to the distress, currents in the water could move vessels
considerably off course so that when the winds did pick up, they
had even further to go to reach their destinations.
It’s hard to say whether this experience caused the dull, listless
and depressed mood that we now associate with that term, or
was the reason that the area has long held this name amongst
mariners.
Whichever is the case, the doldrums was a feared part of the
passage to and from South Africa. During these delays in passing
through this area, crews used up their supplies of fruit and
vegetables and began to lose many aboard to illness. On board,
scurvy resulted in many deaths. When the Zuytdorp arrived in the
Cape in April 1712, it had lost 112 of its 286 crew in the sevenmonth journey from Wielingen. This was quite a remarkable loss,
some two-fifths of the crew. Arent Blankert, master surgeon of
the Unie which was in Table Bay at the same time recorded the
Zuytdorp’s arrival and deaths ‘by scurvy, hot diseases, and raging
fevers. The chief-surgeon and both his mates had jumped
overboard in their delirium and ragings, notwithstanding all
conceivable precautions.’ By the time they arrived at the Cape,
crews were in severe need of fresh food and water. The Vergulde
Draeck’s provisions loaded in Cape Town included 7 cows, 10
sheep and cabbages, carrots, radishes, melons and
watermelons, as well as ‘good, fresh, healthy people’.
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The Dutch were not the first to see the value in the Cape area as
a place to stop and restock their ships. It was a Portuguese
explorer, Bartholomeu Dias, who two centuries earlier first
recorded rounding the Cape in 1488. Dias was guided by texts
and maps from ancient times, especially Ptolemy’s Geography.
This told of another passage around the African continent, to
Asia. At that time, the Portuguese were seeking a passage
around Africa by which they could reach the Indies and Far East
where they believed vast riches were to be found. This would
mean they could avoid travelling overland through the Middle
East. Two previous voyages by Diogo Cão had preceded Dias,
each snaking their way further down Africa’s west coast. Dias
however made it to the very bottom of the continent. He went as
far around Southern Africa as Kwaaihoek. At this point, his crew
became afraid and begged him to turn back now that they had
discovered enough to show that there was a way around. Dias
was forced to give in to their fears. On his way back west, he
discovered the Cape itself, which he named the ‘Cabo das
Tormentas’ (Cape of Storms), from the rough winds and seas he
experienced in the area.
King John II of Portugal gave the Cape the name Good Hope by
which we know it today, encouraged by the possibilities of
establishing a global trading empire. Duarte Pacheco Pereira,
writing in his 1508 Esmeraldo de Situ Orbis, wrote that ‘the coast
here turns northwards and northeastwards … giving great hope
of the discovery of India.’ In this endeavour, the Cape was a
halfway point. By the time sailors reached the Cape, they could
have good hope of reaching their destinations – whether back
home to Portugal, or onwards to the Indies. In his 1552
publication, Décedas da Asia, João de Barros celebrated ‘that
great and notable Cape, hidden for so many hundreds of years
and which when it is seen, not only reveals itself, but opens up an
entire new world of countries.’ Hope was in the air.
It was a name that the Dutch maintained, and one that tells us
much about European hopes and dreams about their voyages to
the southern oceans.
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Frustrated negotiations:
Trading relations between
the Khoikhoi and Europeans
Khoikhoi (khoikhoin - men of men) were herders of cattle and
sheep, who had been in the Cape area for about 1500 years
before the Portuguese and then other Europeans reached the
area. Although the size of their population at that time is
unknown, estimates by the Dutch numbered between 45 and 200
000 people, divided into smaller groups who were associated
with different geographic territories.
When Dias landed in the area now known as Mossel Bay, he named
it Angra dos Vacqueiros (Bay of Cattle-herders) after the large herds
of cattle that he saw there. However, he soon angered the local
people by accessing water-holes without seeking permission. ‘They
defended the watering place with stones thrown from the top of a
hill which is above this watering place, and Bartolomeu Dias shot a
cross-bow at them and killed one of them,’ wrote Vasca da Gama.
Europeans had already misunderstood the key role that water
played in the lives and culture of the Khoikhoi people, as they would
soon also do with cattle.
In 1497, however, relations looked more promising when Vasco da
Gama was able to make contact with the Khoikhoi of the area and
establish a trading relationship. He exchanged gifts of jewellery for
oxen and sheep. This was following by celebrations, and the
Khoikhoi made music and danced for da Gama’s men. However,
when he too began to fill up his water casks in the fresh water
sources of the vicinity, relations soured. Stealing water was an act
of aggression for the Khoikhoi. Da Gama’s diary recorded that a
group of men ‘pointed at the watering-place, asking why we took
their water; and they began to drive their oxen towards the bush’.
It was the end of negotiations and the beginning of conflict. Da
Gama made a hasty departure and sailed further west round the
coast. Here he discovered Tsonga people to be much more
generous to his demands and marked this area on the map as
Terra da Boa Gente (the land of good people).
To Europeans starved of fresh food and meat on their long sea
voyages, the site of plentiful cattle and fattened sheep in the
Cape was joyous. They saw that the Khoikhoi controlled their
herds very carefully and skilfully moved them from place to
place. Now they had to set about working with the Khoikhoi to
have some. Although they did not understand how much cattle
meant to the Khoikhoi society, the Europeans soon realised that
they could trade certain objects to obtain them. In particular, the
Khoikhoi wanted beads, iron and copper which they could use for
weapons and jewellery. In 1608, a Dutch crew gained 38 sheep
and 2 cows in exchange for beads and metals worth only one
guilder. The Dutch celebrated: for such little amounts, there
would be no shortage of meat supplies, they thought.
But cattle were not just a commodity to be bought and sold for
the Khoikhoi, as the frustrated Europeans soon discovered.
Large herds showed men’s social status in Khoikhoi
communities. Those without cattle were servants. Cattle also
supplied milk, were useful as a way of carrying possessions
between locations, and were employed in war as a moving
defence wall behind which the Khoikhoi men could fire arrows.
Sheep and cattle were important in ceremonies such as
marriages and funerals, as part of dowry goods, and having a
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IMAGE/ Unknown source, Hottentottin Kolorierte Lithografie.
Collection G. & C. Franke

herd of a certain size determined when a man could marry. So
important were the herds that Khoikhoi kraals were organised
with their mat huts in a circle with the herds placed in the centre
at night to protect them. Khoikhoi were not willing to sell in the
high numbers that the Europeans wanted, and certainly did not
want to sell cows that they needed for breeding.
Moreover, as the Khoikhoi became more familiar with European
goods, they also became more selective. Once they had replaced
their fire-hardened spears with superior iron-bladed ones, they
had no more need for iron. Instead, copper wire and brass
became sought after. If crews could not supply these, the
Khoikhoi were not interested in trading at all. In 1638, one Dutch
ship was unable to get anything from the Khoikhoi because they
did not carry copper wire on board. However, in 1640, the
Khoikhoi willingly traded cattle, tortoises, ostrich eggs, plants
and honey for beads, knives, mirrors and wire. This sort of
exchange process was difficult for the Europeans, because there
was no consistent object of value or price that they could rely
upon for trade. The Khoikhoi traded how much they wanted for
whatever they desired at that time.
These frustrations were important in the decision taken by the
VOC to establish a fort at the Cape. The uncertainty of Khoikhoi
trading could be done away with if the VOC could set up a more
permanent relationship with local peoples and supply to its
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passing ships. In 1647, the merchant Leendert Janssen spent a
year in the area after the vessel in which he was travelling,
Haerlem, ran aground at Table Bay. This gave him time to
observe and interact with the Khoikhoi. On his return home, he
wrote with Matthys Proot to the governors of the VOC
recommending the area as a place to establish a base. ‘If the
proposed fort is provided with a good commander, treating the
natives with kindness, and gratefully paying for everything
bartered from them, and entertaining some of them with
stomachfuls of peas or beans (which they are greatly partial to),
then nothing whatever would need to be feared, but in time they
would learn the Dutch language, and through them the
inhabitants of the Soldania Bay and of the interior might well be
brought to trade’. He also thought that Khoikhoi children might
become servants to VOC households and that the people could
be converted to Christianity.
It was not long after that Jan van Riebeeck arrived to do precisely
this in 1652. He was instructed to establish a more secure and
regular trade with the Khoikhoi. But his early negotiations also
proved difficult. In November 1654, he wrote in his diary his
annoyance that ‘these rogues are not at all keen to part with
their cattle and sheep, although they have an abundance of fine
stock.’ By the late 1660s, the VOC commanders were asking for
about 300 head of cattle and 2000 sheep a year to supply ships.
Already in 1660, Chief Oedasoa had asked van Riebeeck why he
needed more after so many years of trading, was this not
enough? Van Riebeeck and the commanders who followed him
could not see that the herds mattered more to Khoikhoi identity
than as simply something to sell, nor could Oedasoa see the
wider supply chain of which van Riebeeck and his colleagues
were a part.
Van Riebeeck began to cultivate relationships with particular
Khoikhoi who could act as interpreters. This had some history in
the area already. The English had taken two men local to
Saldanha Bay, including Coree, to England in 1613. The other
man had soon died. According to the English, Coree had been
given gifts, fine clothes and taught the language. However, ‘all
this contented him not … when he had learned a little of our
language, he would daily lie upon the ground, and cry very often
thus in broken England, ‘Coree home go. Souldania go, home
go.’’ In 1614, he was returned to the Cape where he was
important as an interpreter for both the English and Dutch fleets.
However, even this did not go as the Europeans had hoped. There
was widespread suspicion that Coree had realised in England the
small value placed on iron and other materials that the
Europeans had been trading with the Khoikhoi. Coree was
considered responsible for driving up the demands made in
exchange for Khoikhoi cattle that occurred about this time.
Autshumato, who had also been taught English, was soon
mediating between van Riebeeck and inland groups, keeping the
best cattle for himself and raising his importance as the only way
the Europeans could access other traders. Van Riebeeck started
to wonder aloud if they ought not just start stealing the cattle
they wanted instead.
Interpreters were not well trusted among their own people either.
Krotoa who had been placed as a girl in the household of the VOC
commander, became a Christian convert, known as Eva to the
Europeans. Van Riebeeck noted early on how Khoikhoi were often
willing to place ‘their little daughters in the service of the married
people’, perhaps intending to create their own strategic
connections and networks among the new arrivals. Krotoa was
married to the Danish solder and surgeon Pieter van Meerhoff in
June 1664 which the Commander Zacharius Wagenaer hoped
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IMAGE/ A Khoikhoi settlement in Table Bay, as depicted in an engraving in Abraham
Bogaert’s Historische Reizen, 1711. Copyright Wikimedia Commons.

would make ‘these native tribes … more and more attached to us’.
But her own people were distrustful of her role. The Dutch
observed that another interpreter, Khaik Ana Ma Kouka, called
Doman or Claes Das by the Dutch, spoke bitterly to her, saying
such things as: ‘I am a Hottentot and not a Dutchman, but you,
Eva, try to curry favour with the Commander’ and ‘See, there
comes the advocate of the Dutch’. These were complex and
emotional roles for native peoples, no longer trusted by their
families of origin or ever completely by the European societies to
which they had staked their future interests.
Van Riebeeck and his colleagues soon realised that there was
too much at stake to rely on individual translators and mediators
to other communities. They would have to forge these
relationships themselves. Within ten years of their arrival, the
VOC established trade with the Chainouqua and Cochouqua, as
well as the closer Gorachouqua and Goringhaiqua people of
whom Autshumato was a member. Tobacco, smoking pipes, rice
brandy, and crystal and agate beads became new objects of
exchange as the VOC trade network widened.
These new relationships also drew Europeans into the conflicts
that existed between Khoikhoi groups. Raiding practices between
the Khoikhoi were used as rites of passage for men, increasing
their herds and thus power in communities, but it was built on
strict conventions and rules. Van Riebeeck soon found himself
called upon to negotiate and expected to protect those with
whom he traded from others. In July 1656, he recorded in his
diary how some Khoikhoi ‘came with many head of cattle … and
were now being chased by the Soanua …They accordingly asked
to be allowed to encamp under the protection of our fortress.’
Similarly, in November 1661, he wrote: ‘Early this morning the
chief of the Gorachouquas, Choro, with his brother and 3 of their
headmen, came to the fort, escorted by one of our frontier
guards. They brought with them 6 head of cattle as a present,
and requested that we should protect them against the
Cochaquas.’ By the end of the decade, the VOC commanders at
the Cape Colony had started to use their own legal system to
settle Khoikhoi disputes.
Trade with the Khoikhoi never produced the plentiful supplies of
fattened sheep and cattle that the VOC governors, commanders
and crew had hoped. These exchanges were a source of continual
frustration for Europeans whose mentality of the worth of livestock
was very different to that of the Khoikhoi. These feelings very
much determined VOC policy in the area, particularly the decision
to establish a VOC fort there. In the course of their negotiations,
Europeans were increasingly drawn into the world of the Cape, its
conflicts, disputes and its concerns.
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Dancing into the spirit world:
Rock Art of the San people
The painted and engraved rock art of the San people represents
a deeply spiritual role in their society and beliefs.
Some of this art depicts the ceremonies in which men act as
spiritual healers and mediators to the spirit world. Though
dancing, singing and clapping of the entire group, they reach
‘boiling point’ and enter a spiritual trance state in which they can
act as healers, change the weather, and prepare for good hunting.
In this act, the trancers are able to communicate with the spirit
world. The sweat as they dance shows their growing internal
energy which builds up and creates their power. If nose bleeds
occur these are seen as special evidence of the trancer’s power
and the blood smeared on people will protect them from illness.
Trances are used in social events and rites of passage, such as the
training of young boys as hunters, in marriages and for healing.
The colours that San people used reflect the range of ochres and
other materials available to them, typically red, yellow, browns,
black and white. However, because they are made of different
materials and substances, some last longer on the rock surface
than others. Often only faint traces of white remain. These
powdered colours are mixed with blood (perhaps best if it comes
from the trancers) fat, urine, sap and egg white to bind them and
are painted with fingers, feather quills and bone.
Rock art shows trance dancing and often dying animals with
which the trancers are connected. Some figures combine animal
and human features that might reflect the experiences and
worlds that trancers inhabit through the dance. Humans, mostly
men, are depicted flying, jumping, running, and sitting. Animals
are also shown. Especially common are elands (antelopes) which
are special animals for the San and believed to hold special
powers. Some hunting weapons such as bows and arrows can
also be seen. In some images, there are those who combine
human and animal features - men with antelope, elephant or
baboon heads - as trancers transform in the spirit world.
The San have been making their art for many thousands of years.
The oldest pieces yet discovered date back 26 to 27 000 years.
This was made as portable rock art; slabs of decorated rock
found in gravesites. Others are known to be younger than 2000
years because they show cattle and sheep which arrived in the
area with the Khoikhoi herders. More recent examples show
objects from the time of European settlers: ships, soldiers,
wagons, and horses.
This artform has remained important to the San people because
it is part of, and a reflection of, their spiritual practices, and they
have continued to produce it even during periods of disruption
and dislocation from traditional lands.
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Trees, stones, and plates:
Messages across the oceans
As Dias and his Portuguese counterparts moved down the coast
of Africa heading south, they carefully marked their progress as
they went. At key locations, they erected padrões, stone columns
topped with a cross, in which they inscribed names and dates
that would show those who followed them just how far they had
travelled. Diogo Cão set up four as he progressed down Africa’s
west coast. As the Martellus Map of 1489 notes next to what is
now Cabo Negro in Angola, ‘This mountain, called Monte Negro,
was reached by the fleet of [John] the second, King of Portugal;
the fleet was commanded by Diegus Canus, who, in memory of
this set up a marble column, with the emblem of the Cross’.
He was followed by Bartholomeu Dias who set up three more
padrões, including at the furthest place he reached rounding
Africa, at an area he marked on his map as Penedo das Fontes
(‘rocks of springs’ in English) where freshwater springs can be
found, and now known as Fountain Rocks. In 1500, another
Portuguese fleet sheltered in Mossel Bay during a storm. One of
the captains, Pedro d’Ataide, wrote a letter in an old boot which he
hung from a large milk wood tree near the spring. As a stopping
point for freshwater, he hoped this would be found by other crews
returning from India. D’Ataide was right. The next year, João da
Nova discovered it. He left his own inscribed stone, which now sits
in the South African Museum. A tradition had begun.
From then, ships passed messages back and forth at this
location as they passed by en route between Portugal and India.
The ‘post tree’ remains today, and is now estimated to be over
800 years old. Letters can still be posted in a special letterbox
shaped as a seaman’s old boot which sits under the tree.
When the Dutch followed into the area, they too used stones to
inscribe with the details of their ship, company officials aboard,
and the dates of their arrival and departure. These helped the VOC
to keep track of when ships had passed, and to time their voyages
to and from Batavia in what is now Indonesia. Thus, in 1635, for
example, the commander Wollebrant Geleinsen inscribed on a
postal stone the following message for other ships, giving details
of his voyage: ‘In the year 1635 on the 8 April the honourable
commander Wollebrant Geleinsen de Jong arrived on board the
ship Amsterdam, departed April 15 for Batavia.’
Does this sound familiar? On the 25 October 1616 skipper Dirk
Hartog of the VOC vessel Eendracht heading for Batavia spied an
unfamiliar piece of coastline through his telescope. Quickly
surveying the area, he called upon the cook to flatten a large
pewter plate and be ready to engrave it with the message he
dictated. This is what it read:
A.D. 1616, on the 25th of October there arrived here the ship den
Eendragt, of Amsterdam; supercargo Gillis Miebais, of Liege;
skipper Dirck Hartog, of Amsterdam; she set sail again for
Bantam, on the 27th do.; subcargo Jan Steyn, upper-steersman
Pieter Ledocker van Bil.
This was nailed to a post on the northern edge of what is now
Dirk Hartog Island, in Shark Bay. In the absence of ready stone,
Hartog used what else he had at his disposal to leave a message
behind for others on this ‘new’ land.
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IMAGE/ The earliest known Dutch Post office stone 1632. The inscription translated
reads: “Hereunder lie letters from the commander Dirk van der Lee and
vice-commander P Crook with the ships Nassau, Frederik Hendrik, Nimegen Wessel
and the galliots”. Arrived here 9 April 1632 from Batavia and departed 15th ditto.
Courtesy of Andrew Massyn.

Other stones were used in a slightly different way, to mark the
location of a packet of letters lying nearby. Sailors knew which
stones indicated where letters would be left to take on to Batavia
or back to their homeland.
It was because of this culture of ‘postal stones’ as signals that
VOC vessels searching for survivors of shipwrecks on the West
Australian coast paid such attention to possible signposts. When
the Vergulde Draeck (Gilt Dragon) went missing en route from
the Cape to Batavia in 1656, two VOC vessels were sent to search
for her. In their exploration during early 1658, the crew of one
found evidence of a wrecked Dutch vessel strewn up and down
the coast. Indeed, Captain Volkersen recorded in detail
something special: ‘a number of pieces of planking [that] had
been put in a circle with their ends upwards’. This was to be
further investigated by upper steersman Abraham Leeman who
understood these to be a sign from the earlier Dutch crew left on
the shore: ‘we pulled out the timbers and dug 4 to 5 feet deep
into the ground, thrusting our cutlasses as deep as we could into
the sand but found nothing.’ Clearly Leeman hoped to find letters
or inscribed objects that would tell them about the survivors’
shipwreck or perhaps which direction they had moved to. Hopes
were dashed. Volkersen returned to Batavia none the wiser as to
their fate.
Postal stones must have been a welcome sight for crews after
many months at sea. There were a sign of a familiar European
language for those exploring what were for them strange and
exotic lands and peoples around the Indian Ocean rim, they might
explain the last movements of a vessel feared lost, and they
offered the promise of news from faraway loved ones at home.
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What does it mean to be free?
In the seventeenth century, intellectual Europe was ablaze with
new ideas about freedom and the rights of men to participate in
government. Who had the right to control the government? In
many places, the ‘divine right’ of kings to rule over nations was
in doubt. Already in the sixteenth century, the Dutch had broken
away from the Habsburg monarchs who had ruled the Low
Countries from Spain and declared themselves the Republic of
the Seven United Netherlands. In the mid-seventeenth century,
the English king Charles I was executed and a commonwealth
under Oliver Cromwell installed. Although kings would return to
both nations at later periods, the principles that these
movements had established remained.
So what were these ideals? In short, that kings could not
arbitrarily control the people they led, that people (in this case,
certain men) had rights to be represented politically. The Dutch
in particular also wanted two more things. These were the right
to practise their choice of religion freely (most were Calvinist, not
Catholics like the Habsburg monarchs who had ruled them).
Secondly, they wanted to decide the economic interests of the
country and to practise freedom of trade.
When the Dutch had won these rights from their Spanish
overlords, they took to the oceans in pursuit of global trade and
enormous profits. The Dutch East India Company (VOC), set up in
1602 to organise Dutch trade in Asia as a national enterprise,
rejected the rights of Catholic nations like Spain and Portugal to
specific trade supplies in Asia, ignoring, over-running or
destroying their ports as suited VOC interests.
The VOC governors quickly recognised the strategic importance
of a base in South Africa. They needed a place to rest and restock
European vessels making the long and perilous journey around
Africa to reach Asia. VOC sailing instructions ordered their
captains to stop at the Cape for this purpose as early as 1616. It
had a safe harbour, a good supply of fresh water and fine soil in
which crops could be grown to supply ships. The Dutch soon saw
the Cape’s value as a place of more secure VOC supply – and so
they set up a colony there in 1652. This marked the first
permanent settlement by Europeans in the region.
Jan van Riebeeck arrived in the Cape in April 1652. He quickly
established a supply station and fortifications to protect the
settlement from aggression by other European powers. Van
Riebeeck’s plan had been to employ the local people, the
Khoikhoi, as workers for the new plantations that would be
needed. But van Riebeeck discovered that local people had little
interest in working for the Dutch and preferred their itinerant
lifestyle.
Van Riebeeck needed workers and quickly. He suggested that the
local Khoikhoi could be enslaved but the VOC officials refused.
Enslaving indigenous peoples was forbidden in the VOC. But van
Riebeeck’s pleas for help grew more urgent. He suggested
importing ‘some industrious Chinese’, a system that was already
in place in the Batavia colony in Indonesia. So in 1654, the
governors agreed that he could import people (initially from
other parts of Africa) who were already being sold as slaves to
help work the plantations. Between 1658 when the first slave
ship arrived and 1808, some 63 000 people, from Africa and Asia,
were brought to the South African colony in this way. The VOC
now had to decide how these people were to be treated.
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The VOC agreed that the newly-arrived people needed to be given
Christian education. They were given ‘time off’ from backbreaking labour for afternoon lessons. This practice reflected
VOC beliefs that all people were worth ‘saving’. But there were
complications. For one, religious law forbade Christians from
enslaving other Christians. What about slaves who converted to
Christianity then? The VOC determined that these converts
remained slaves. From about 1660, almost all the companyowned slaves were baptised.
Not all colonists agreed with this practice. Some argued that
converted slaves were the spiritual equal to their owners. The
Church Council of Batavia told the Cape authorities in 1681 that
they expected slave owners to release baptised slaves. This was
not done. The VOC officials were worried that a large group of
freed slaves would need economic resources from the Company
to support them so they told slave owners that they would have
to provide financial support for ten years to each baptised slave
that they freed. Owning Christian slaves were so morally fraught
that some slave owners decided it was better to encourage their
workforce to convert to Islam instead. The Western Cape has a
high proportion of Muslims today partly as a result of these
practices.
However, the Cape colony suffered pressing problems that
freeing slaves could help solve. The early colony had a problem
of imbalance in the proportion of male and female European
settlers. So slaves could be freed in order to marry Dutch
settlers. Did the slaves have a choice? Was it better to be free
even if you had to marry someone (perhaps whom you didn’t like)
to do so? Catharina Anthonis was the first such case: she
married Jan Woutersz., a Dutch settler, in 1656. Marrying freed
female slaves helped the VOC settlement policy and in the
process, gave the early modern Cape a high proportion of
mixed-raced people. Perhaps as many as of the children born to
slave mothers had Dutch fathers in the first twenty years of the
colony.
What about slaves wanting to marry other slaves? Slave
marriages were not recognised formally until 1824 which meant
partners could be separated and sold, causing deep trauma for
families. The children born to slaves were automatically
considered slaves themselves. Slaves did not accept these
conclusions about their fate without anger, sorrow, fear and,
importantly, resistance. The Meermin slave mutiny (see further
on) is just one example of how people fought to determine their
own destiny.
So what did it mean to be free in the early days of the Cape
colony? Who had a right to be free? Not all Christians clearly, but
not only those who were white-skinned Europeans either.
Religious beliefs and economic interests intertwined with
practical realities to determine the experiences of all the colony’s
inhabitants, casting a damaging legacy. Over time, theories of
skin colour asserted themselves over religious beliefs in a
shared Christian community to create a powerful racism that
shaped the path of the colony all the way to the present.
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Claiming spaces, knowing places:
Fights and rights for land
Europeans had laid claim to the Cape area from the time that the
Portuguese explorer, Bartholomeu Dias, set foot ashore. At
Kwaaihoek in 1488, he erected a stone column with a cross,
known as a padrão, of St Gregory before turning back towards
Portugal. This marked the land, in his mind, as a Portuguese
claim in the name of Christians.
Nine years later, it was clear that it was not just Vasco da Gama
who understood the erection of padrões as European acts of
power. After da Gama had upset the local people by taking water
from their water-holes without seeking permission, conflict
ensured. Da Gama beat a hasty retreat to his ship but as they
left, he looked back and saw ‘about 10 or 12 negroes overthrow
both the cross and the padrão.’ The local peoples wanted nothing
of the Europeans or their built remains.
Europeans continued to build monuments to what were, for
them, conquests of new lands. João da Nova built a small chapel
near Mossel Bay during his stay in 1501. This made it the first
official place of Christian worship in the area. They also marked
their maps with names that reminded them of home, secured
favour with patrons, or echoed their religious beliefs. Among
those that have remained from Portuguese times, is Natal (‘birth
of Christ’), named by da Gama who arrived at this coast at
Christmas time.
These acts conveyed messages about how Europeans perceived
the peoples who already lived in these places. They did not
enquire about local names for the area, but gave them new ones
that related to their own interests. Indeed, Europeans had great
difficulty connecting with indigenous peoples at all. For example,
they did not grasp differences between peoples, seeing the
Khoikhoi and San people of Southern Africa as the same
because both used click languages. When they wanted to
communicate, Europeans did not learn indigenous languages.
They instead took local people aboard their ships to new lands
where they would be taught European languages.

Early conflicts between indigenous peoples and Europeans
erupted over the use of land. Even passing crews such as the
Portuguese had caused anger to local peoples, because they
drew water from precious water-holes used for people and herds
without asking permission of the local owners. When the VOC
established a colony at the Cape in 1652, these problems were
made worse.
The Goringhaiquas and Gorachouqua who lived in the area of the
Cape peninsula that was most immediately impacted by
European settlement, could see their pastures and water access
quickly disappearing. Autshumato, a leader among the
Goringhaiquas, who also acted as a translator, protested to van
Riebeeck. He was known as Harry de Strandloper (Harry the
Beachcomber) by the Dutch, a name which showed how
disinterested the Europeans were to understand local identities
and cultures. It was easier to give indigenous people Dutch
names that they were familiar with, than learn those they used
themselves. The VOC commander van Riebeeck wrote in his
diary in 1656 how ‘Harry maintained that the land of the Cape
belonged to him and the Kaapmans [Capemen, the Dutch name
for the Goringhaiquas] but he was told that [as] the Company
also required pasturage … his claim to ownership of this Cape
could not be entertained.’
For van Riebeeck, this was the end of the matter, but not so for
the Goringhaiquas. Autshumato began to steal cattle from the
Dutch, by whom he felt he had been cheated. In 1658 van
Riebeeck ordered that he was to be placed as punishment on
Robben Island. Autshumato escaped on a rowboat after 18
months. But life had changed forever for the Goringhaiquas.
Autshumato eventually sought permission from the new VOC
commander, Zacharius Wagenaer, to return to his homeland
–now the Cape Colony – and to continue his work as an
interpreter between his people and the Europeans. Resistance to
the VOC rule had failed, perhaps negotiation from within would
be more successful.

IMAGE/ The battle of Goringhaiqua and the death of Almeida, 1510, by Angus McBride, 1984. Courtesy Castle Military Museum
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The arrival of the VOC would prove to be just as damaging for the
San people with whom the Europeans came into regular contact
at a slightly later period as they moved to settle lands further
inland and to the east. The San people, often called Bushman by
the Europeans, did not herd cattle to the same extent as the
Khoikhoi but lived a more egalitarian, hunter-gatherer lifestyle.
They were nomadic, travelling in small groups within their
traditional lands as their needs and cultural beliefs required.
This was not a way of life that the Europeans understood and
they did not see signs of land ownership such as farming
practices and permanent houses that were familiar to them.
During the later eighteenth century, the San people realised that
their lifestyle and lands were in jeopardy from Europeans. The
VOC settlement had by this time vastly expanded beyond the
original Cape colony. Settlers wanted larger holdings for farming
livestock and moved increasing to the east to find suitable lands.
In doing so, European settlers were coming into new contact with
populations that had not experienced settled colonisation before.
This period is known as the Frontier Wars, as Europeans,
Khoikhoi, San and Xhosa peoples fought for over a hundred years
for control of these lands.
For the San, the period would be marked by dispossession and
loss. They fought back largely by attacking farmers’ livestock and
dogs, using poisoned arrows, and burning houses and crops.
They hoped that the loss of goods would drive the Europeans
away. However, the famers, armed with guns, organised hunting
parties to kill the San ‘raiders’ that they held responsible. This
bitter violence resulted in many deaths, despite the instructions
of VOC officials to maintain order and resolve disputes in other
ways. The population of the San was markedly reduced, their
lifestyle destroyed, and their lands removed forever.

Some Europeans and San people were able to negotiate local
peace. Some white farmers in the north-eastern Cape were
reportedly known to shoot game to support San people who had
previously occupied the area. San people also began to ride
horses and some moved into the waged economy as farm
workers. Rarely were these adaptations made by choice though.
Few San people continued to sustain their nomadic lifestyle into
the twentieth century and government modernisation schemes,
particularly in Botswana, from the 1950s to 1990s encouraged
San people to adopt farming for their survival. In recent court
cases, the San people in Botswana have won back their rights to
access water-holes and to hunt in lands from which they had
been barred.
In recent years, San knowledge has taken on new commercial
significance that may change the relationships that modern San
have with other communities. The spiny succulent plant, hoodia
gordonii, used by the San to suppress hunger has begun to be
analysed by international drug companies. This has led to one of
the first agreement to share the proceeds of this drug
development with the San people. With this and ongoing legal
processes about their rights to land, the traditional culture,
knowledge and lands of the San people are slowly being
recognised and valued in modern African societies.

IMAGE/ View of the Cape of Good Hope by Wiilhelm Stettler 1669 after Albrecht Herports sketches of 1659
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Collecting competitions:
the ‘pantry’ of the VOC and
the Cape floral kingdom
When the Portuguese and the Dutch passed by the south of
Africa, it was not just the herds of fattened cattle and sheep that
caught their eye. They also saw landscapes that looked suitable
to the farming they knew from their homes.
If the Company could grow fresh fruit and vegetables here, it
would make a very suitable supply station to passing VOC
vessels. This was among Jan van Riebeeck’s instructions when
he was sent to become Commander of a Cape colony in 1652.
Within weeks of his arrival, he created a vegetable garden that is
now the Municipal Botanical Garden. In 1660, he planted a hedge
of wild almond trees to mark the border between the Cape
colony and the lands and peoples beyond. Some parts of this
hedge still survive today, and the area has become Kirstenbosch
National Botanical Garden, with the land given to the state by the
diamond magnate Cecil Rhodes.
As the amount of passing VOC traffic grew, so too did the lands
that the VOC required to supply their needs. In 1679, the governor
Simon van der Stel founded a new town, Stellenbosch, and
allocated new farms in the Bottelary region. Van der Stel named
Stellenbosch after himself (‘Stel’s bush’) while ‘Bottelary’ seems
likely to come from the Dutch word bottelarij meaning pantry or
store room. By the 1690s, Huguenot refugees from Europe planted

vines as they recognised a familiar Mediterranean climate to those
which sustained viticulture in Europe. This area is now
internationally famous for its vineyards and top quality wines.
At the same period, the south-west corner of Australia was
recommended to the VOC officials as another possible location
for wine-making. In 1718, Jean-Pierre Purry wrote a long
argument to the VOC governors arguing that the south-west of
Australia offered huge potential as a stepping stone to Asia
which would also be perfect for viticulture. VOC officials did not
agree however. Purry tried again, warning them not to let their
emotions hinder what was a logical place to settle: ‘It is only one
third as far as from here to our Cape. It would be much better to
make our cellar and our attic here than elsewhere. If there are
any insurmountable objects, I confess I have not seen them. All
that I have been able to learn is that there is little hope that
treasures may be found in this vast land and that some have
experienced the ferocity of its people. This is why these coasts
have not been settled … these reasons are not good ones.’ Purry
insisted: ‘The country is neither worse nor more evil for that and
this should not dissuade us’. In essence, don’t let this opportunity
slip through your fingers just because it didn’t live up to your
unrealistic expectations. The VOC officials ignored Purry’s advice
and the wine-making potential of the south-west waited many
more years to be confirmed.

IMAGE/ Carel Allard, Inwoners van Kaap
de Goede Hoop, 1726. Copyright
Rijksmuseum.
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Exotic plants from the Cape were brought back to European
collections from the earliest passing VOC ships, and were included
in published botanical collections as early as 1602. The Cape
Colony is home to one of the world’s six floral kingdom (the Cape
Floristic Region), with many diverse and unique species in a tiny
area. For example, there are more different plant species on Table
Mountain than in the whole of the United Kingdom. The area is
now a World Heritage Site. Many plants familiar to Australian
gardens come from this area, including geraniums, freesia,
gladioli and agapanthus. Many plants and animals exist in a
particular biome called fynbos (fine bush), a Mediterranean-type,
fire-prone shrub land. Proteas (South Africa’s national flower and
the name of its rugby team) and rooibos, popular as a caffeinefree tea, are part of the fynbos family. As with some Australian
plants, fire forms an important part of the life cycle of the plants,
with intense heat needed for the germination of seeds.
A later VOC governor during the eighteenth century, Rijk Tulbagh,
helped to gain international recognition for the unique flora that
could be seen in the Cape Colony. He created an animal and
plant collection in the Company gardens and sent specimens of
all kinds to collectors in Europe. The Swedish taxonomist Carl
Linnaeus even named a red butterfly, the Aeropetes tulbaghia,
after him for his efforts in promoting study of Cape flora and
fauna. They enjoyed writing letters to each other and Linneaus
once wrote to his friend saying how lucky Tulbagh was ‘to enjoy
the sovereign control of that Paradise on Earth, the Cape of Good
Hope, which the beneficent Creator has enriched with his
choicest wonders. Certainly if I were at liberty to change my
fortune for that of Alexander the Great or of Solomon, Croesus or
Tulbagh, I should without hesitation prefer the latter.’
Even before the British gained control of the Cape Colony, plants
were sent to the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew as part of an
intellectual competition between European nations. This helped
to make Kew itself famous as a centre of world flora. A series of
European botanical explorers were sent during the eighteenth
century to collect rare and exotic specimens from the Cape for
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their nations in a race to create the most comprehensive
collections. The keen naturalist Joseph Banks, a man familiar to
Australians, immortalised in the banksia, sent Francis Masson to
collect plants. This included one cycad Encephalartos altenstenii
that Masson brought back in 1775 which is still going strong in
Kew’s Palm House! This plant gained its name, which is Greek
for ‘bread in the head,’ after Europeans observed that the
Khoikhoi cut the pith from the cycad’s stem and buried it in the
ground for several months, before kneading it into bread. This
process kills toxins in the pith.
Others were sent by private European collectors interested in
botanical curiosities and trophies. The botanist, William
Paterson, later to be Lieutenant Governor of Australia, was sent
out four times between 1777 and 1780 by Mary Bowes, Lady
Strathmore. When he returned a fifth time in 1781, at a period
when the British and Dutch were engaged in the Fourth AngloDutch War against each other, the Dutch authorities started to
wonder if he had actually been spying for the English during his
visits. Paterson later wrote an account of his adventures, which
he dedicated to Banks, who was a very influential figure in the
botanical world, and to whom he went on to send specimens
during his time in Australia.
The relative geographic isolation of both South Africa and
Australia has also given each unique flora and fauna that
became part of a European competition for intellectual
supremacy during the eighteenth century. The race was on for
bigger, better and more unusual specimens and both lands could
provide these in droves. Since then, wine-making has likewise
provided new sources of international renown, export and
income, although the VOC was not willing to invest precious
funds to explore Australian potential in this area. In more recent
times, eco-, safari and wildflower tourism have also become
driving economic forces for both nations.
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Shipwrecked at the Southland:
Lost voyages from the Cape Colony
For many of those who were shipwrecked on the western
Australian coast, the outline of the Cape had been the last place
they had seen. The goods sailors had purchased there are
among those artefacts that once lay strewn on Australian coasts
and are now exhibited in our museums.
Jan van Riebeeck and the commanders who followed him at the
Cape colony were ordered by the company authorities to instruct
all ships on their way to Batavia to look out for survivors as they
passed up the Australia coast.
After the disappearance of the Vergulde Draeck (Gilt Dragon) in
1656 and the arrival of a small band of survivors in Batavia who
told of others they had left ashore, van Riebeeck did more. He
commissioned the Vinck to carry out a more systematic search
up the coast. Van Riebeeck wrote to its captain that ‘it is well
known in and outside the council how this ship has unexpectedly
run into the Southland … and how many people are still
miserably left behind who have not been found’. He ordered the
captain to ‘keep a watch for any signs of fires or such from those
poor, miserable people … in order to release them from their
misery, and to bring them back to Batavia.’
If the plight of the survivors was not enough to inspire the
sailors, van Riebeeck considered the benefit to the Vinck captain
and crew from any discovery: ‘for if you find them and bring them
back to Batavia, great honour will come to you, apart from the
good job you will do for those poor people.’ However, it was to no
avail. When the Vinck arrived in July 8 1657 at Batavia, they had
no good news to report.

Later, in April 1712, the Zuytdorp picked up more than one
hundred new crew members at the Cape Colony, only for them
all to be lost without trace near Kalbarri by June.
The discovery of African elephant tusks among VOC vessel
artefacts found on the western Australian coast has caused
heated debates among scholars. Ivory or ‘white gold’ as it has
been known, made elephant tusks highly desirable product in
Indian Ocean commerce. African ivory, softer and easier to carve
and paint than that of Asian elephants, made it particularly
sought after. This trade had been going on far longer than the
VOC had existed, but it was a product which they could transport
far and wide across their network. The VOC also brought new
organisation and firearms to the Cape vicinity, as well as farming
areas which had once been wildlife habitats, all of which made it
easier to exploit elephants.
African elephant tusks have been found at the wreck site of the
Vergulde Draeck, as well as that of the Zeewijk. When Graeme
Henderson was diving off Ledge Point about 100 kilometres
north of Perth in 1963, he discovered some old red and blue
bricks (the ship’s ballast) and ‘then I saw a whole field of
elephants’ tusks, poking out of the bottom over an area of 40
square feet I suppose.’
The tusks discovered in the vicinity of the Zeewijk, lost in 1727 at
the Houtman Albrolhos, are something of a mystery. The cargo
listing for the Zeewijk do not show that it was carrying ivory, so
how did maritime archeologists find it there? Some argue that
this suggests there is another shipwreck in the same area,
possibly the Aagtekerke lost in 1726. This was built in the same
shipyard and to the same specifications as the Zeewijk, which
might mean that artefacts of both ships, perhaps wrecked on the
same reef, have been confused as remnants of one ship. The
records for the Aagetekerke show that ivory was in its cargo.
Others suggest that the Zeewijk sailors carried a private stash of
ivory which would bring them a tidy profit if they could sell it on
in Batavia.
Ships from the Cape were advised to keep a look out for Draeck
survivors for many years as they passed by the west coast. To
this were added other VOC vessels that also went missing in the
area later on. For example, in 1694, the Ridderschap van Holland
disappeared en route to Batavia. When Willem de Vlamingh was
commissioned to sail from the Cape to the Southland on an
exploratory mission in 1696-7, he was told to see if he could
uncover the fate of the Ridderschap while he was there.
The VOC did not give up easily on the crews and cargos left
behind on the western Australian coast.

IMAGE/ Embleem: schipbreuk, Jan Luyken, 1695 – 1705. Copyright Rijksmuseum.
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‘I am an African’: Hendrik Biebouw
and the making of a new identity
In March 1707, Hendrik Biebouw made history with a simple
statement. He said: ‘I shall not leave, I am an African’.
No European before had ever identified themselves as
belonging to the continent. African had until then been a
name applied to slaves born in the colony, freed slaves,
or the local indigenous people.
Biebouw said it because he had just been threatened with
expulsion from the Cape colony. Biebouw was one of a number of
young men who had been drunk, swearing, and racing ‘like
madmen’ on their horses around the small town of Stellenbosch
one Sunday. A local official, Johannes Starrenburg, had hit one
youth with his cane, and ordered Biebouw and the others to
leave. Biebouw retorted that he would not leave, shouting that
even if Starrenburg ‘beats me to death or puts me in jail. I shall
not, nor will be silent.’
Starrenburg placed Biebouw and his friends in jail and then
wrote a letter to the authorities in Cape Town, urging them to
banish all four youths. The VOC policy typically punished such
young men by placing them in the Company’s service,
transporting them to other colonies. For Starrenburg, a German
immigrant, who had ordered Biebouw’s expulsion, the idea was
simple. The VOC was in control of lands across the Indian Ocean.
People belonged not to one or another, so much as acted under
the idea of the Dutch fatherland or patria that determined how
the VOC ran.
Biebouw, however, did not identify with the VOC as a global
corporate entity, but with a specific landscape, people, customs
that he had known since his birth in the Cape colony – a new
homeland that was not the Dutch fatherland. Biebouw’s own
family represented much of the melting-pot ethnic origins of the
Cape colony at this time. He had a half-brother whose mother
was a slave. His father had then married Hendrik’s mother, a
Dutch orphan.
Biebouw’s response also echoed his own ideas about freedom
and the right to choose his own destiny. He did not see himself
as part of a Company commercial logic, but wishes to control his
own fate, including where he lived, just as did the peoples
formally enslaved by the Company.

Image/ The first property letter to a ‘vryburger’, namely Jacob Cloete of Cologne.
The date of the letter is 1657 and refers to property next to the Liesbeek River
Wikimedia Commons.

Biebouw’s three friends were whipped by soldiers a month
after the events. But what of Biebouw? When a census
was made of the Stellenbosch population a year later,
Biebouw’s name was not to be found. However, a ‘Hendrik Bibou’
is found in the Company records in 1716, travelling on the
Zandenburg to Batavia.
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The elect: God’s chosen
people in the Cape Colony
The VOC authorities had never quite imagined the Cape colony as
more than a refuelling stop on the way to Batavia. But soon after
establishing a base there, the Governor Jan van Riebeeck
realised the need for a settled labour force that could produce
crops to supply the passing ships. To his thinking, this would
require Europeans to manage plantations and a slave population
to work them.
Slaves were initially allowed to be brought in to the colony only
reluctantly by the VOC officials in The Netherlands after 1654,
but they soon became an important workforce and objects of
trade for the company. Settlers on the other hand were not so
easily found. In 1685, the Cape colony authorities sent a
commissioner back to Europe to drum up migrant settlers. Just
at this time, the French King had passed a law forcing all those
of the Protestant faith to convert to Catholicism or leave France.
Many chose to leave, fleeing to England, and to Dutch, Swiss or
German territories.
This was perfect timing for the Cape. Within two years, a first
group of French Protestants (or Huguenots as they were known)
was sailing to the Cape, as part of planned emigration over the
next few years, sponsored by the Cape officials. Although never a
large body of people, as were the slave populations, the
Huguenots left a legacy most visible in family and place names
and certain industries.
Huguenots were expected to integrate and were given farms in
and around Dutch properties. Over time, they converted to
speaking Dutch, the language of all business, education and law
in the colony. But the language of the Cape was also moving
away from its Dutch origins. With the mix of cultures at the Cape,
it took in influences from French as well as indigenous, slave and
migrant populations from right around the Indian Ocean.
However, French family names remained (as today) and many
farms were named after the hometowns they had left in France.
Franschhoek (Dutch for French corner) marked an area where
many Huguenots were given farmland. Among the Huguenots
were some who were experienced in grape-growing and winemaking. The well-known South African wine industry owes its
origins to French Huguenot expertise.
By the nineteenth century, the combined Dutch, German and
French Protestant peoples had become known as Afrikaners.
They distinguished themselves from the British peoples who had
come to South Africa since the late eighteenth century, by their
shared history, language and Calvinist form of Protestant
worship (Afrikaner Calvinism). Over time, this led to a belief
among some Afrikaners that they were a people ‘chosen by God’.
This feeling of a shared fate was strengthened by the ‘Great
Trek’. In the 1830s and 1840s, a large group of Boers (the
Afrikaans word for ‘farmer’) migrated away to the north and east
of the Cape colony, which was by that time run by the British, to
found their own Boer Republics. They wanted control of their
own destiny, not to be governed by the British, but along the way,
they fought Zulu people who also lived in the areas where the
Boers wanted to establish their new farms. Other republics were
created more successfully in more remote areas which had
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already been depopulated because of warfare between local
indigenous peoples.
It was Cape Town Muslims who first wrote in Afrikaans, doing so
in the Arabic script from the 1830s. In 1861, the first book was
published in the Afrikaans language itself. This formalised its
value as a language of formal written as well as everyday oral
communication. By the end of the century, a minister in the
Dutch Reformed Church Stephen du Toit, set forth a series of
arguments about the Afrikaner people. He suggested that
Afrikaners had a new ‘fatherland’ – not the Dutch nation that the
Company had believed in, but South Africa; that they had their
own language - primarily based on Dutch, but mixed with other
languages with which it had come into contact in Africa; and,
most dangerously, that they had a God-given destiny to rule
South Africa. Later, State President of the South African
Republic, Paul Kruger (1825 –1904), talked in religious and
political terms of the Afrikaners as a ‘chosen people’ with a
‘sacred history’.
These were strongly emotional claims to a particular past,
present and future. These were not views shared by other
enslaved, migrant or indigenous peoples but they proved to have
long-held ramifications for the development of South Africa’s
path into the twentieth century.
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‘I am an imprisoned man’: Massavana
and the Meermin slave resistance
In February 1766, 140 captured Malagasy people from the coastal
communities of Madagascar over-ran the crew of the VOC vessel,
the Meermin (Dutch for mermaid). They demanded that the crew
turn the ship around and take them back to their homeland.
From almost the moment they sailed, illness was rife in the
unsanitary conditions in which the captives were kept below
decks. The supercargo Johan Krause convinced the
inexperienced Captain Muller to allow captives to be released to
benefit from fresh air and sunlight on deck, where he proposed
they could also be put to work. Was it compassion or greed that
motivated him? As Muller later explained, ‘I did not want to give
permission for this, but the surgeon said there were no
medicines on board to prevent illness – and that the crew was
also starting to suffer. Krause told me that if the slaves became
ill and if some of them died, it would be my responsibility. I
agreed that some slaves could be freed.’
Some of the men were told to help the crew, managing the sails,
and even cleaning weapons. Meanwhile, female captives were
expected to provide entertainment by singing and dancing. As
Massavana, one of the captives, later remembered, they had
‘planned for a long time to become masters of the ship. Our aim
was to go back to our own country.’ Lulling the crew into a false
sense of shipboard harmony, the captives seized their chance.
One day, Malagasy men were asked to clean not only swords but
also assegais, African spears which the crew had collected on
the coast along with their captives. Massavana recalled: ‘It was
morning. A sailor brought the assegais to us. Six in total.’ These
were weapons with which the Malagasy men were experts. Olaf
Leij, Krause’s assistant, remembered that ‘Krause was laughing
and said ‘I’m sure there are people who would doubt the wisdom
of asking slaves to clean these weapons.’’
When Krause – overconfident of his superiority over his captives
– went below deck for a meal, the Malagasy men struck.
Suddenly Leij heard ‘screaming and groaning of some of the
crew.’ They killed all those who remained on deck, and then also
Krause when he returned. ‘Krause was stabbed in his chest and
also his belly,’ said Massavana, ‘He fell down dead immediately.’
Three Malagasay men took leadership over the remaining crew
whom they kept below deck. ‘We decided to do everything
possible to become masters of the ship. Even if we had to stay at
sea a long time.’
But the new leaders needed the old crew to sail them home.
Captain Muller agreed, but secretly ordered his crew to sail
towards the Cape, hoping the Malagasy would not be able to
recognise the changing coast and seas. They soon became
suspicious though. One told a crew member that the orientation
of the sunrise was wrong. Muller also recalled that ‘the slaves
said that one couldn’t find such birds on Madagascar’.

Meanwhile, onboard the ship, the VOC crew desperately sealed
messages in bottles which they dropped into the onshore
current, asking the finder to light fires to trick the remaining
mutineers into believing they were home, as Olaf Leij explained
in his note: ‘so that the slaves may not become aware that this is
a Christian country. They will certainly kill us if they establish
that we made them believe that this is their country.’ Leij’s
bottled letter still exists today: ‘We are scared the slaves may
attack and kill us at any moment. We continually pray to our Lord
for His mercy and that He may rescue us from our miserable
plight.’
Fires were duly lit and the Malagasy allowed the ship to drift
towards shore. There, they discovered a unit of militia ready to
meet them. Leij promised any remaining Malagasy who
surrendered and allowed themselves to be reshackled that they
would not be punished. 112 would go on to the Cape Colony as
slaves once more.
The Meermin itself was stripped and then allowed to break up
where it lay on the coast off near the settlement of Struisbaai.
The VOC’s Council of Justice determined that the ship’s captain
and mate should be dismissed from the VOC for their negligence.
While all the Malagasy had been shot or re-shackled, none were
put to death for their actions, even though a standard
punishment of the time for a slave who attacked a master was
death by impalement.
Massavana’s story is recorded in the VOC’s judicial archives. He
had been tricked onto the VOC vessel: ‘I was asked by the King of
Toulier to visit the Dutch ship. We went to view this ship. I was
dressed in clean clothes, with gold and silver ornaments. When
this was done, halfway back, the King tied me up, and his people
undressed me – they took my gold, silver and clothes off my body
– and they sold me – as a slave.’ He signed his testimony with a
simple cross.
Identified as a leader, Massavana and his supporter, a fighter
whom the Dutch called Koesaaij, were taken to Robben Island off
Cape Town, which the VOC authorities used as a prison. They
remained there until their deaths, for Massavana three and for
Koesaaij twenty years later. As Massavana had lamented: ‘In our
country if somebody kills a person, the King will find the
murderer. I am an imprisoned man, and only a slave. And you
can do with me what you want.’

Once closer to shore, the ship dropped anchor and a party of the
Malagasy went ashore, promising to light signal fires to their 90 or
so comrades to come onshore also once they had confirmed they
were home. However, local Dutch farmers saw the ship as well.
Since it was flying no flags, they knew immediately that it was in
distress, and armed themselves accordingly. 14 of the Malagasy’s
landing party were shot, and the rest imprisoned on a nearby farm.
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Sharing the Islamic faith at the Cape:
Resistance and its consequences
in the VOC Indian Ocean network
The Cape Colony was set up as a supply station to the ships
passing the Cape en route for Batavia. However, it soon became
something more politically and socially embedded in the VOC
Indian Ocean network.
From 1654, the Cape began to be used as a place of punishment
for those from other parts of the VOC communities. When four
men preached against VOC rule of Batavia, they had been
sentenced by the High Court of Justice there to banishment and
hard labour for life: three went to Mauritius and one to the Cape
colony. This policy was to have particular significance for the
population that created the present South Africa. In particular, it
brought a large number of Muslims from south-east Asia –
especially what is now Indonesia and Malacca. Some were
slaves, others were free Muslims (known as Mardyckers), and a
significant group were Muslim political leaders who sought to
get rid of the Europeans from they saw as their homelands. In
doing so, the VOC governors brought the Islamic faith to South
Africa, one that has enriched the culture of the nation today.
Many Muslims in South Africa today call themselves ‘Cape
Malay’ although not all of them came from the Malay area.
The Muslim political leaders, called Orang Cayen, were angry
and vocal, many were rich, well educated, and influential, and
from the VOC’s point of view, dangerous to keep in Batavia where
they could stir up more trouble. The VOC solution was to send
these political dissidents away as far as they could, and the Cape
colony seemed the perfect place. Two of the first to arrive in 1667
were the rulers of Sumatra, Sheikh Abdurahman Matahe Sha
and Sheikh Mahmood. After 1681, the Cape was the designated
place to exile important resistance fighters against the VOC,
where it was imagined they could do least damage to the
Company. In that year, Maccassarian princes arrived at the Cape.
Perhaps one of the most famous exiles was Shaykh Yusuf, ‘Abidin
Tadia Tjoessoep, born in Goa in India but a Chief Religious Judge
and personal advisor of Sultan Ageng of Banten. He arrived in
the Cape in 1694 with a retinue of 49 family members, slaves and
followers. He had already escaped twice from VOC officials. So
important was he that the VOC governor at the Cape, Simon van
der Stel, came to welcome him ashore. He was given a house at
Zandvliet which kept him at a distance from the Cape. This did
not isolate him as the company hoped, but rather made Zandvliet
a place of hope and support for fugitives and exiles. This was to
become the first organised Muslim community in South Africa. In
1994, Muslims in South Africa commemorated 300 years of Islam
from the arrival of Sheikh Yusuf.
The presence of educated Muslim leaders was to have a
profound impact on the development of South African identity.
For example, Cape Town Muslims were the first to write
Afrikaans, in the Arabic script, from the 1830s, before the
language was officially recognised. The community grew larger
with converts, as a Muslim identity became attractive to nonEuropeans in the colony who sought social advancement, a
community that provided education, medical services and
financial support, and a spirituality that was not as exclusive as
Christianity. Muslim clerics, for example, were willing to baptise
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a child born to parents of different ethnic origins (mixed
ancestry), where Christian clergy were not.
But the Christian governors of the VOC were not happy to see
Islam freely practised. The Mardyckers, for example, had arrived
at the Cape from Amboyna in Indonesia, as part of the workforce
that Jan van Riebeeck had requested for the new colony. But they
were told not to practise their religion in public. The Statute of
India, drafted by Antonie van Diemen in 1642, which also
governed the Cape colony, ordered that they could ‘not practise
in public or venture to propagate it amongst Christians and
heathens’. There is some evidence that these regulations were
not strictly enforced as visitors to the Cape in the eighteenth
century were able to document Islamic religious services.
However, it was not until 1804 that full religious freedom was
officially permitted at the Cape.
The first mosque at the Cape, Auwal Mosque, was built on land
donated by a Muslim woman, Saartjie van de Kaap, who was
born to slave parents and was the wife of Imam Achmat. She was
the first female Malay land-owner in Cape Town and gave the
land to the Muslim community as a gift in 1811. Before this time,
prayer rooms had been created in the homes of Imams.
The continued and growing Muslim faith community in South
Africa reflected a determination to resist VOC power to control
lives and fates, even where people were moved by the Company’s
orders far across oceans as slaves, exiles, or free labourers.
Islam provided a focus for a shared non-European identity in the
Cape colony, one which could (and still does) provide both
important spiritual and social meaning for its members.
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Spinning a yarn and the Flying
Dutchman: nautical superstitions
and stories
Life at sea was a precarious business and sailors created many
superstitions and ritual practices to help them cope with the
uncertainties of shipboard life. Sailors’ traditions using ropes
highlight some of the emotions that they experienced in the age
of sail.
First, a sailor had to get to ‘know the ropes’. Nowadays this
generally means being capable in any job and knowing what to
do, but in the past, this had quite a specific nautical significance.
A sailor had to be able to name and work the main ropes on a
ship, understand the sails, and manage the basic tasks to assist
the great ships to sail. This was no simple affair; there were
complex systems of ropes, knots and sails to manipulate. The
larger sailing ships of the British Navy at the turn of the
nineteenth century, for example, needed over 20 miles of rope to
carry out shipboard tasks!
Where did all that rope come from? Rope-making was both a big
business and an intricate affair, involving twists and braids and
other combinations to strengthen strands of fibres that would be
put under considerable pressure from the wind and waves at
sea. Hemp was a popular choice of fibre at this period; it was
resistant to mildew and the weather and did not become brittle
and crack over time (as do modern plastic ropes). Rope-making
areas required a ropewalk – a long area or building where the
strands could be laid out before being pulled and twisted
together, or ‘laid up’, to make rope. Unusually long spaces and
factories were needed to create the very long ropes required on
sailing ships. Henry Longfellow describes the operation of such
workers in his poem, ‘The Ropewalk’ (1859) which begins:
In that building, long and low,
With its windows all a-row,
Like the port-holes of a hulk,
Human spiders spin and spin,
Backward down their threads so thin
Dropping, each a hempen bulk.
Ropes were also key to measuring the speed of ships before
more modern technologies were developed. The language of
nautical miles per hour, knots, still reminds us of its origins as
knots on a sailor’s rope. Sailors threw a log tied to a long rope
knotted at regular intervals overboard. As the log floated away
from the moving vessel and pulled the rope with it, the sailor
counted how many knots passed through his hands and a second
sailor recorded how quickly they did so using a sand-glass. This
could be calculated into a measure of knots per hour, showing
how fast the ship was travelling.
Sailors also had to become adept at managing the many sails on
board. This involved learning all their different names, knowing
how they worked together, and being about to set and stow them
as required. Sailors couldn’t afford to be afraid of heights.
Climbing the royal yard, or middle mast, on the old sailing ships
could take one as high as 40 metres. Sailors had to learn to
stand on the yards, using footropes suspended underneath. This
must have been a fearful task. On the old square-rigged ships,
the sailor at the very end of the yard, and the one most in danger
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of failing out to sea, had a special extra foothold, known as the
‘flemish horse’. This expression seems to have come from the
idea that Flemish horses were believed particularly hard to
handle, just like the unstable extra ropes that sailors had to put
their feet on to work the sails. Their lives depended on holding
fast, and hoping the ropes were in good working condition!
Clearly, then, ropes were critical to the functioning of a ship, so
much so that they had to be checked regularly for wear and tear.
Each week, time was set aside for maintenance, where the
sailors would sit around, checking and repairing the ropes. This
time was called ‘Rope Yarn Sunday’ even though it often took
place on a Wednesday afternoon, because, like Sunday, it was a
time away from the regular work of the ship and for mending and
fixing clothes and hammocks using rope yarn. This was a time
for some relaxation with shanties and tall stories the order of the
day. Our expression ‘spinning a yarn’, telling fantastical stories,
comes from this shipboard activity.
Among these tales sailors told each other, were superstitions
about ropes. Wind was vital to moving the ship along - no one
wanted to be left in the doldrums for long! Whistling up the wind
was one technique but using magical knots was another. A rope
tied with three knots, purchased from a sea witch, could be used.
Untying the first knot brought a gentle wind, a second could
bring a stronger one, and the third a gale.
Ritual practices were also used when crews passed certain key
features, such as the equator or Cape of Good Hope. A tattoo
showing a knotted rope is the privilege of a ‘four knot sailor’ who
has crossed the Equator, International Date Line, Arctic and
Antarctic circles. A rope tattoo around the wrist showed the
sailor was a deckhand. A sailor who had passed around Cape
Horn could sport a gold earring in his left ear, as well as eat with
one foot on the table. Those who had rounded the feared Cape of
Storms; that is, the Cape of Good Hope, was entitled to eat with
both his feet on the table!
The Cape of Good Hope was a feared turning point for sailors,
and not only for its storms. It was also the home of The Flying
Dutchman, a ghost ship of tormented sailors doomed to sail the
waters without ever making it around the Cape. The story of a
ghost ship in the area was first written down in George
Barrington’s A Voyage to Botany Bay (1795), where he recorded:
“I had often heard of the superstition of sailors respecting
apparitions, but had never given much credit to the report; it seems
that some years since a Dutch man-of-war was lost off the Cape of
Good Hope, and every soul on board perished; her consort
weathered the gale, and arrived soon after at the Cape. Having
refitted, and returning to Europe, they were assailed by a violent
tempest nearly in the same latitude. In the night watch some of the
people saw, or imagined they saw, a vessel standing for them under
a press of sail, as though she would run them down: one in
particular affirmed it was the ship that had foundered in the former
gale, and that it must certainly be her, or the apparition of her; but
on its clearing up, the object, a dark thick cloud, disappeared.
Nothing could do away the idea of this phenomenon on the minds of
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the sailors; and, on their relating the circumstances when they
arrived in port, the story spread like wild-fire, and the supposed
phantom was called the Flying Dutchman. From the Dutch the
English seamen got the infatuation, and there are very few
Indiamen, but what has some one on board, who pretends to have
seen the apparition.”
Barrington didn’t think much of the legend clearly, but the story
captured the imagination of Sir Walter Scott who picked it up and
published it in Blackwood’s Magazine in 1821. He gave the captain
a Dutch name, Hendrick van der Decken, and made him ‘a
staunch seaman, and would have his own way in spite of the devil.’

at making the journey from The Netherlands to Batavia was a
marvel to contemporaries. In 1678, he made the journey in just 3
months and 4 days. This caused people to wonder how he did it,
and some rumoured that he must have made a deal with the
devil to assist him.
So, from ropes and knots to tattoos and ghost ships, sailors have
created many stories, legends and phrases that appear in our
everyday language today. These tall tales and ritual practices
with rope reflect the hopes and fears of sailors and the many
dangers that they faced in uncertain journeys across the globe.

The story is this: that in doubling the Cape they were a long day
trying to weather the Table Bay. However, the wind headed them,
and went against them more and more, and Van der Decken
walked the deck, swearing at the wind. Just after sunset a vessel
spoke him, asking him if he did not mean to go into the bay that
night. Van der Decken replied: ‘May I be eternally damned if I do,
though I should beat about here till the day of judgment. And to
be sure, he never did go into that bay, for it is believed that he
continues to beat about in these seas still, and will do so long
enough. This vessel is never seen but with foul weather along
with her’.
The origins of Scott’s van der Decken character seem to date
back to a VOC captain, Barend Fockesz. whose remarkable speed
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From Orange to Empire:
The British in South Africa
At the end of the eighteenth century, the power of the Dutch
was waning internationally. The VOC was beginning to crumble
into financial ruin, company reforms had not been undertaken,
and it would be formally dissolved by 1799. At the same time,
the ruling princely dynasty of the Dutch Republic, the OrangeNassau family, had fled into exile as a revolution took hold across
the country.
These events in Europe and internationally were to have major
impact on the Cape colony. As the Orange-Nassau family escaped
to the safety of England, so too were their colonies abroad placed
under British protection. The revolution in the Netherlands was
supported by the French, and the British feared that the French
would use Dutch colonies to build a strong presence worldwide.
Among these was the Cape colony. The British held it ‘in safekeeping’ for the Dutch until 1803, but they had not given up hopes
of wresting it from the Dutch permanently.
They, like the Dutch and Portuguese before them, recognised
how useful a stopping-off point which they controlled would be to
their interests in the Indian Ocean and Asia. Soon, the British
were back. In 1806, they fought the Dutch for control of the Cape.
Their claims to ownership were recognised by other European
powers at the Congress of Vienna in 1815.
The British presence at the Cape now split the supremacy of
white control in the colony. Afrikaners and British did not form
one unified control group over other populations, but were
clearly divided among themselves. This gave enslaved peoples
some hope for changes to their own situation.
In October 1808, over 340 slaves marched into the Cape from
Swartland and Koeberg to ‘fight themselves free’. They were met
at the Castle of Good Hope by troops and were soon defeated,
but their fight had been an important one. They had sensed that
a revolutionary change was in the air. Already in April, the British
government had abolished the slave trade (although slavery
itself was still legal). The leaders of the march, Louis of
Mauritius and Abraham of the Cape, explained that they had
heard there was no slavery in Europe. Louis said: ‘I had heard
that in other countries all persons were free, and there were so
many black people here who could also be free, and that we
ought to fight for our freedom’.
Louis, Abraham and their followers had seized weaponry on their
farms, but they did not run away to their homelands. They
marched on the Cape – they were there to take over. En route,
they told farmers that their time was up. Louis dressed in
military regalia, he waved a paper as they marched, declaring
it was an order from the government that Christians should be
bound and their possessions taken away. Louis wanted to rule
the Europeans, just as the Europeans had ruled them.
Unfortunately, Louis and his fellow freedom fighters were
caught and the leaders executed. In 1834, slavery ended at the
Cape with the passing of the Slavery Abolition Bill. Enslaved
peoples were to be apprenticed to their masters for four years
so that they could be taught a trade and made self-sufficient in
time. It took far longer than this for the race relations in the colony
to improve.
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Abolition was a cause of celebration for those who were
enslaved, but it was to spark new tensions amongst the
British and the Afrikaner population who relied on slave labour
for their farms. Many European settlers had come to believe that
they had a God-given superiority to rule over other peoples and
did not take this change in status well. The growing power of the
British and the English language, coupled with these legal
changes to the labour market, pushed a group of Boer farmers
to leave the colony and find new lands far away. This was the
beginning of the ‘Great Trek’ in which successive waves of
Afrikaner farmers moved east and north in search of lands away
from direct British control. Over time, this led to the foundation
of new republics seeking independence, such as the Transvaal
and the Orange Free State, where the voortrekkers took the
name of the Dutch dynasty to represent their difference from the
new British overlords.
The British had troubles of their own with indigenous Africans.
The abolition of slavery did not make equal power relations with
non-European populations. They too were capable of harsh,
repressive acts to secure lands for their own interests, at the
expense of the local peoples. At the same time the British
Empire was establishing control over the Cape colony, the Zulu
kingdom was forming from separate groups into a powerful
military kingdom, led by Shaka Zulu. He re-organised traditional
clan-based Zulu fighting forces into a streamlined, disciplined
army under central leadership. This was a time of chaos,
destruction and loss for peoples in South Africa, as the Zulu
army marched into new lands and scattered or conquered those
before it. It is remembered as the difaqane, or forced migration,
to Sotho-speakers, and the mfecane, or crushing, to Zulus. By
the end of the century, the British were embroiled in the bloody
Anglo-Zulu wars with the Zulu kingdom.
As the British Empire grew in power over the nineteenth
century, it came to rely on a series of officials who developed
and maintained British ideologies wherever they were posted.
Like the VOC before it, the British sent its administrators
between colonies – this helped to ensure that they remained
loyal to British rather than local interests. Some of these
government officials spent time both in Australia and South
Africa. One was George Grey (1812-1898), who wrote to the
Colonial Office to ask if he could lead an expedition through the
north-west of Australia. Grey and his crew sailed via Cape Town
to Hanover Bay in 1837, where they encountered indigenous
Australians who were not pleased to see them. Grey was speared
but continued on. On a second journey to the area in 1839, Grey
was again wrecked on the coast and was forced to walk with his
crew to Perth, naming a series of rivers including the Murchison,
Hutt, and Greenough, as he made his way back to the colony.
Grey’s journey and crew are remembered today in a number of
street names in Kalbarri where the main street is Grey Street.
Grey’s journals of the journey which described waterways and
rich grass lands were to attract later European settlers to farm
the area. Grey was a minor celebrity in the Swan River Colony
and was later appointed a magistrate at King George Sound
(near present-day Albany). He studied the dialects of the local
Noongar people and recorded his travel observations, many of
which provide precious insights into the traditional lives of
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north-western indigenous peoples. However, Grey also believed
that local people had to be integrated into European society and
encouraged the Colonial Office to bring indigenous children into
European schools and their parents to work for settlers.
After a time spent as Governor in Adelaide, Grey was appointed
Governor of the Cape Colony in 1854. He took his ideals of
integration of native people, developed in Australia, with him. He
also believed a union of all the South African states, including
Afrikaner, British and indigenous areas under one nation.
However, Grey had hardly settled into this role when fighting with
the Maori people broke out in New Zealand. The Colonial Office
quickly dispatched Grey, their go-to man for indigenous relations,
making him Premier of New Zealand. Grey’s long career in the
southern hemisphere at the service of the British Empire has
been embedded in the geographical locations over which he
governed: in Australia, the electoral Division of Grey (South
Australia); in South Africa, Grey High School (Port Elizabeth),
Grey College (Bloemfontein), Grey’s Hospital (Pietermaritzburg)
and the towns of Lady Grey and Greytown; and in New Zealand,
Greytown, Grey River, and the Auckland suburb of Grey Lynn.
With the waning of the VOC, a new European power emerged to
take its place, transmitting new values and ideas over South
African territories. These offered both hope for some but came
at the expense of the dreams and aspirations of others.
Afrikaners held fast to their heritage and expressed it through
the names of the new lands over which they sought control.
Grey’s career shows how the British Empire could transmit its
values from place to place, and, because it suited the British
Colonial Office to follow this policy, the power of one man’s
enthusiastic proposals for integration could shape the fate of
three nations and many different indigenous communities.
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Fighting for freedom or federation:
Afrikaners and the British Empire
At the end of the nineteenth century, many young Australian men
came to South African shores in the midst of a destructive war.
By this period, the British had controlled the Cape for the best
part of one hundred years, but tensions between Afrikaners and
British communities had not been quelled.
Indeed, over time, anger and frustration grew on both
sides. British policies sought integration of Boer Republics
(the Orange Free State and the Transvaal Republic) into a wider
federated South African nation. Afrikaners wanted to continue
their chosen lifestyle separate from British control, including the
right to decide for themselves how they treated black South
Africans who worked for them. This desire for freedom is
reflected in the Afrikaans name for this conflict, Vryheidsoorloë,
or the Freedom Wars.
In 1877, the British claimed the Transvaal, but the defeat of the
British Army by Zulu forces at the Battle of Isandlwana in 1879
gave the Boers hope that they too could win an armed conflict.
In a first stage of the conflict, between 1880 and 1881, the Boers
fought and defeated the British Army to keep Transvaal out of
British control.
These conflicts between ideals of governance rose to the surface
again, however, when diamonds and gold made the areas where
the Afrikaner farming population had settled, suddenly a matter
of everyone’s attention and greed. The British wanted control of
these areas, and rights for their subjects within them, just as in
the Cape Colony. The Boers, or Afrikaner farmers, for their part,
wanted to retain control of the lands they had been farming and
working for some time.
The Boers became so afraid of a British takeover of their lands
that they attacked first. Australians became involved in this
second phase of conflict, which was a much lengthier and more
vicious war which ran from 1899 to 1902. The much stronger
British and colonial forces soon discovered that the Boer farmers
were a force to be reckoned with. As the war ground on, it shifted
into guerilla fighting over fields and farms.
Over time too, the British oversaw the introduction of some
terrible policies towards civilians, including the burning of Boer
farms and holding civilians such as black South African workers
as well as many Boer women and children, in concentration
camps. In these overcrowded holding camps, rations were
limited and diseases rife. Many thousands suffered and died. As
these policies became known, they were criticised widely at the
time. The English investigative journalist William Stead, a strong
supporter of the peace movement (but seen as a Boer supporter
in England), roundly condemned British practices, writing:
Every one of these children who died as a result of the halving
of their rations, thereby exerting pressure onto their family still
on the battle-field, was purposefully murdered. The system
of half rations stands exposed, stark and unashamedly as a
cold-blooded deed of state policy employed with the purpose
of ensuring the surrender of men whom we were not able to
defeat on the field.
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An estimated 28 000 Afrikaners and 35 000 black South Africans
died in these camps, although it is harder to know about the
latter, much larger group because few records were kept of the
experiences of more than 107 000 Africans who were interned.
Australian troops and nurses largely came into the fray at the
time when the war had turned into guerilla fighting. This was the
first time that Australian forces were sent on behalf of the
nation, under a Federal Government, after 1901. Their experience
on horses made them useful in the long distances to destroy
individual Boer farms. Harry Morant, for example, better known
to many Australians as ‘Breaker,’ earned his nickname from his
skill in breaking in horses.
At the beginning of the war, Australians had been largely
supportive of the British; they were, after all, part of its empire
too. However, over time, as news of policies towards civilians
became known, the tide turned. Soldiers returning home
told of ignoble behaviour that could not be justified. Morant
himself was tried, with Lieutenant Peter Handcock, by the British
for killing Afrikaner prisoners and a priest who saw them
commit the killings. These prisoners had shown a white flag of
surrender and had been disarmed. Morant had been very angry,
because some weeks earlier, Boer farmers had shot Captain
Hunt, whom Morant later called ‘the best mate I had on Earth’.
Morant wanted revenge. He was sentenced and executed in
1902 for his crimes.
Much of the case was not revealed to the Australian public until
after Morant and Handcock had been executed. People were
furious and demanded an explanation from the British. When the
court martial records were not released for viewing, people
wondered what there was to hide. Had Morant and Handcock
received fair trials? Others involved in the events wrote
contradictory accounts, raising more questions. Some argued
that Morant and Handcock had been unfairly made scapegoats
for atrocities which many other soldiers were also carrying out.
What was revealed was the extent of the brutality of the
engagement and the willingness of the soldiers to kill resisting
Afrikaner farmers.
There were no winners from this war. There was heavy loss of life
all around. The reputation of the British Empire was tarnished by
atrocities which could not be concealed from international
attention. The Boer Republics were brought under the British
Empire, although they were recognised as independent entities
within it. Black South Africans suffered equally, if not more.
Although they were not ‘the enemy’, they too were interned,
indeed in far larger numbers than Afrikaners, and died on a
scale which did not evidently merit official record. Their farms
were also destroyed in the British ‘scorched earth’ policy, but
their opportunities to start afresh after the war were restricted
far more than Afrikaners. Australia’s first experience as a nation
at war had seen enthusiasm for the Empire’s conflict dwindle as
soldiers wondered just what it was they were fighting for,
whether the cost was worth it, and just what evils they were
prepared to commit to secure it.
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Emotions In Song: Melting-Pot Music
in the ‘Smooth-Throated Nation’
From the time of the arrivals of the Europeans to Africa, its
varied peoples have been adapting and using new musical forms
to express their feelings and experiences.

participated in orchestras and travelling dance and music
troupes. Other musical influences came from the slave trade,
including the drumming traditions of central and West Africans.

Many European observers noted the importance of dance and
rhythm to the San people’s trance ceremonies, depicted in their
rock art. Vasco da Gama recorded an early meeting with local
peoples after successfully trading oxen and sheep, writing of how
his hosts danced and ‘began to play on four or five flutes, and
some of them played high and others played low, harmonising
together very well’. A French general who passed through the
Cape in the early seventeenth century, Augustin de Beaulieu,
wrote of the musicality of the speech of the Khoikhoi people :
‘They speak from the throat, and seem to sob and sigh when
speaking. Their usual greeting on meeting us is to dance a song,
of which the beginning, the middle, and the end is ‘hautitou’.’
This sound may be why Khoikhoi were often called by Europeans
the ‘Hottentots,’ a name which both misunderstood their words
and ignored their own name for themselves.

Dutch Reformed Church hymns were an important source of
comfort and bonding for early European immigrants to the Cape
in the early days of the Cape Colony. Simplified versions called
slaven gezangen or slave tunes were also collected in
hymnbooks to be used in churches for those who had been
enslaved.

Over time, local people adapted western instruments, such as
the ramkie, a three-stringed guitar and the mamokhorong, a
single-stringed violin, instruments played by the Khoikhoi
people. European settlers looked for musicians to play for their
entertainment, and both enslaved and other African peoples

For Zulu and other tribes, songs conveyed important historical
and cultural stories between generations. They described great
battles and triumphs for the community, or regulated its
ceremonial and seasonal events such as the harvest, in which
music was coordinated with dance movements to tell the story.
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Longing, fear and wonderment were principal themes in the first
songs written by Europeans about the Cape. Two songs written
by Christian Schubart, a German poet and composer, were the
first published in Europe (in 1787) that referred to the Cape.
These described the departure of soldiers to the Cape, imagining
what they might find there - loneliness and homesickness from
being apart from their families certainly but also the adventure of
new food, wine and friends to be made.
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Scottish-born Andrew Smith who became head of the South
African Museum in Cape Town observed in his journal during the
1830s that Zulus used their spears to mark out the direction
where their enemies came from. J.W. Househam, a minister in
the Wesleyan Church in the 1920s and 1930s, identified the key
role of the Imbongi, the tribe’s song composer who kept all the
songs and stories of the community alive. He wrote how ‘all their
songs were sung in a minor strain ... which gave the impression
of a dirge-like sense of sadness. Listening for the first time to
these songs one would naturally assume that there was little of
joy in the lives of the people, and that their utterances were the
interpretation of a hopeless outlook in life.’ These forms of music
could be adapted to tell of new events and experiences that
occurred after their interaction with European communities.

all-male singing style that came from Zulus shared much in
common with Western a capella singing. Through it, the spirit of
the Imbongi remained. The internationally famous South African
group, Ladysmith Black Mombazo, even named their second
release Imbongi in 1974. As the missionary Househam observed,
Africans were ‘gifted with a voice for singing, and they are not
afraid to use it.’ In the end, he wondered, ‘How much success of
the hundred years’ work is due to this love of singing, it is
impossible to say, probably more than we think.’

African voices and musical talents were a source of great
intrigue to Europeans for other reasons. Christian Latrobe who
was a minister in the Moravian Church wrote hymns himself
during his time in missions at the turn of the nineteenth century.
Latrobe recorded his pleasure upon hearing a party of African
day-labourers, enjoying their midday meal and ‘most
melodiously singing a verse, by way of a grace. ... Nothing would
be more easy, than to form a chorus of the most delightful
voices, in four parts, from among this smooth-throated nation.’
Latrobe then tested the pitch of Khoikhoi girls and noted how
skilled they were: ‘I was pleased with this new proof of the
naturally musical qualities of this nation’. This gave him hope
that music could be used as a tool in their conversion to
Christianity. Likewise, Househam saw the music of the Christian
gospel as bringing a new joyous spirit to African peoples. ‘It was
only by the introduction of the Gospel … that these plaintive
sounds began to give place to a spirit of praise and joy.’ More
sadly, he celebrated that ‘as civilisation and education advanced,
the importance of the Imbongi began to wane, and the class
itself to disappear.’ The coming of Christian mission music saw
an end to some of the older Zulu musical traditions.
At the same time, music in South Africa was enriched by new
influences from the east. The arrival of Islamic dissidents from
the Batavia and Indian colonies of the VOC to South Africa
brought new sounds and instruments to the musical melting pot.
A particular ‘Cape Malay’ style evolved as a result.
Nederlandslied, for example, were created at the time of the
slaves and are sad and emotional in tone, using an ornamental
Arabesque style of their homelands. Moppies, comic songs about
love and adventure across the seas, which are also believed to
come from this period and include Dutch and Indonesian words,
are described by modern Malay choirs as slave music intended
‘to keep them happy while they were working.’ Today, the Cape
Town Minstrel street festival celebrations every year keep these
songs alive as traditions of Cape Town’s mixed-race population.
They celebrate the hope of freed slaves whose ancestors now
make up the inner city communities, singing these straatlied,
street songs, and ghoemaliedjes, played with the ghoema
barrel-shaped drum, in the new Year ‘Coon Carnival’.
As part of these processes, however, the music of South African
peoples was also changed forever. In the later nineteenth
century, John Knox Bokwe, a minister, journalist and musician,
used Xhosa harmonies in the hymns he composed. His were the
first notated and published compositions by an African Christian
convert. Teacher Enoch Sontonga was to write the hymn Nkosi
Sikelel’ iAfrika (God Bless Africa) in 1897 which is now the
national anthem of Zambia, Tanzania, and included in that of
South Africa. Gospel music has maintained a strong tradition in
South Africa, and is even found in its pop music. The isicathamiya
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Starry nights: Cultures in the stars
For all cultures, the stars above have held vital meanings about
our hopes and dreams. Both the San and Khoikhoi peoples shared
stories about the moon, which held deep significance for them and
was a cause for ritual dances at the full and new moon.
In 1861 the German linguist Willem Bleek came to the Cape
where he met his new wife, and her sister-in-law, Lucy Lloyd.
Together with Lucy, he began to study the language of the San
people who spoke the now extinct /Xam language, and to collect
their folklore and experiences. Bleek and Lloyd created the
symbols to describe the click sounds of the indigenous
languages that are still used today. These stories revealed much
about how the San people understood the stars above them and
the influence that these had over their life experiences.
For example, Bleek and Lloyd were told that the moon was to be
feared after game had been shot: ‘We may not look at the Moon,
when we have shot game; for, we look, lowering our head, while
we do not look up, towards the sky; while we are afraid of the
Moon’s shining. It is that which we fear. For, our mothers used to
tell us about it, that the Moon is not a good person, if we look at
him.’ If they did, the moon might heal the game and then it would
rise up and lead the hunter far away to a place where there was
no water to survive.
The stars themselves had been made by a girl a long, long time
ago who threw wood ashes into the sky, making the Milky Way:
‘the girl was the one who said that the Milky Way should give a
little light for the people, that they might return home by night, in
the middle of the night. For, the earth would not have been a
little light, had not the Milky Way been there. It and the Stars.’
The stars were also made by her. When she was angry with her
mother for not giving her enough scented !huing roots to eat, she
threw these too into the air. The red, older roots made the stars
glowing red, while the white, young ones make the white stars. It
was !Gaunu, the great star, who named the stars for the San
people, singing their names to them. San people could also pray
to particular stars to assist them, especially in hunting if they
were hungry. As one man told Bleek, his grandfather had prayed
to a star for help in hunting a springbok:
Thou shalt give me thy heart, with which thou dost sit in plenty,
thou shalt take my heart, – my heart, – with which I am
desperately hungry. That I might also be full, like thee. For, I
hunger. For, thou seemest to be satisfied [with food]; hence thou
art not small. For, I am hungry. Thou shalt give me thy stomach,
with which thou art satisfied. Thou shalt take my stomach, that
thou mayst also hunger. Give thou me also thy arm, thou shalt
take my arm, with which I do not kill. For, I miss my aim. Thou
shalt give me thy arm. For, my arm which is here, I miss my aim
with it.
The star then took the arm with which he had missed the
springbok.
These were quite different ways to thinking about the stars to
those of European navigators. However, they too relied on the
stars for assistance in their journeys. Mariners used an astrolabe
and a mariner’s quadrant, from which they could measure the star
Polaris at various key locations in order to tell their latitude. But
Polaris is not visible after one crosses the equator into the
southern hemisphere, as Portuguese navigators discovered on
their journeys down the African coast. They were able to adapt by
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using the position of the sun at noon. By the eighteenth century,
mariners had developed other tools that were easier to use and
hold steady on a rolling deck of a ship. They developed the sextant,
which measured the angle between two objects (in navigation,
usually a star in the sky and the horizon). Recording angles and
times, they could track their position on a nautical chart.
The Dutch contributed to the study of astronomy with scientists
such as the brothers Christiaan and Constantijn Huygens, key
figures in the development, use and observations through
telescopes. In the eighteenth century, a series of scientists were
sent from Europe to the Cape to make astronomical observations
and records of the southern skies. After the British took over the
Cape colony, they installed an Astronomer Royal at a new Cape of
Good Hope observatory. Discoveries made there included
measuring the arc of the meridian and study of solar and stellar
parallax. The scientist John Herschel arrived in 1834 to track the
passing of Halley’s comet. Herschel, however, discovered other
interests while he was there, not least the cataloguing of Cape
Flora botanical specimens which he illustrated with his wife,
Margaret. After he returned to England in 1838, he set about
publishing his astronomical findings, which included giving
names to seven of Saturn’s moons, Mimas, Enceladus, Tethys,
Dione, Rhea, Titan, and Iapetus, names by which they are still
known today.
The geographic location of South Africa and Australia has given
rise to a shared future with the world’s largest radio telescope,
the Square Kilometre Array. In our remote regions, the view of
the Milky Way Galaxy is best and radio interference least. This
project highlights the long-held importance of the stars for
humans across the world. Indigenous cultures have stories to
tell about the heavens, bound to their cultures and heritage. The
stars were also crucial to the ability of Europeans to navigate the
oceans between these lands and beyond. The SKA project
between our nations ensures that our futures will be no less
linked than our pasts.
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Rainbow Cuisine of South Africa
The highly diverse origins of the people who have made South
Africa their home have brought with them many different
traditions of cuisine. The mix of this heritage, indigenous African,
Dutch, German, French, Indonesian, Malaysian, Indian, and
British among them, has created a new style of cuisine all of its
own: rainbow cuisine. The term, like the Rainbow Nation title
given to South Africa, comes from Anglican Archbishop Desmond
Tutu who once called the people of South Africa ‘the rainbow
people of God.’ It is often hard to distinguish where one national
tradition ends and another begins, so much have they blended
together over time. The cuisine has also been influenced by
particular products, not least cattle, with beef and milk
prominent in modern South African cuisine. Finally, the historic
experiences of South Africa’s populations have meant certain
cooking equipment has been favoured over other ways of
preparing food.
Meat is high priority on the menu. Like Australians, South
Africans enjoy a good barbecue, or braai, as it is known.
Indigenous African communities had eaten meat but they also
prized cattle for their milk, making meat – cooked or raw - a
significant celebratory meal for many. Mielie-meal, a coarse
maize meal, is frequently used in stews in combination with
vegetables that they farmed, pumpkins, onions, beans and leafy
greens, such as in the Bantu dish Umngqusho.
The Dutch of course brought with them ideas from their
homelands about cooking. Fish, pastries and dairy products were
key. Gesmoorde vis, salted cod with potatoes and tomatoes is
sometimes served with apricot jam. Koeksisters are twisted
sugary spicy pastries which are deep fried. Malva Pudding is a
warm sponge pudding traditionally using apricot jam and often
served with custard or ice-cream. It was served in the Cape
colony together with Malvasia wine from Madeira from which it
has received its name.
Some foods developed as a result of long travelling distances.
Biltong, dried preserved meat, provided a long-term reserve and
now is a popular salty snack. So too did droëwors (dried sausage)
and beskuit or rusks (dry biscuit, like ship’s biscuit) evolved
locally out of necessity. The Boer farmers who trekked over the
country to find new territories to settle and farm took with them
the simplest of cooking implements, the cast iron, three-legged
pot, potje, from which potjiekos (small pot food) derives its name.
These pot stews include game meats, venison, guinea fowl,
warthog, bush pig, rabbit or hare, as it is found, and available
vegetables. Another favourite is tamatiebredie, a slow-cooked
mutton and tomato stew, using the spices of the VOC trade,
cinnamon, cardamom, ginger, cloves and chilli. The
Waterblommetjiebredie (or, small water flower stew) is a lamb
stew which European farmers created after observing the
Khoikhoi people using the buds of waterblommetjies. Potbrood
(‘pot bread’) is also made in the hardworking pot, although today
it’s also cooked in charcoal as part of a braai.
European kitchens were after all largely staffed with slaves
whose own cooking traditions came from lands far away. Cape
Dutch cuisine uses spices that were traded around the VOC
network, such as nutmeg, allspice and chilli peppers. Its curries,
stews and pickled foods owe much to those who prepared food
for themselves and their European masters. Bobotie, from the
Javanese word bobotok, is an example in this tradition, a spicy
meatloaf with raisins and baked egg on top, served with chutney,
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yellow race, sambals, coconut and banana slices. Another
favourite is bunny chow, a dish that is more recent in South
Africa’s history. This dish, in which a hollowed-out loaf of bread
is filled with curry, originated in Durban where there is a strong
Indian community.
As to beverages, various kinds of beer have been made from
cultivated grains by indigenous peoples as well as the European
settlers. The Huguenot migrants to the area in the later
seventeenth century brought traditions of viticulture that have now
made South Africa a pre-eminent wine-making nation. Milk drinks
are also a staple South African product, stemming from a long
tradition of cattle herding by groups such as the Khoikhoi, for
whom milk, often soured like yoghurt, was a staple of the diet.
Food carries strong emotional meanings for peoples, especially
migrants – voluntary or forced – as memories of their
homelands. South African cuisine is one of the more positive
beneficiaries of the mixing of cultures of the Cape, one that
brings joy to visitors and residents alike.
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Small Nation, Big Ambition
At the dawn of the seventeenth century, the northern Dutch
provinces found themselves in an unusual position. They had
decided to break away from their anointed king, Philip II, and to
lead themselves in government. This was an almost unheard-of
stance at the time. In 1556, Charles V had chosen to retire from
his base in the Low Countries to live in much warmer Spain. His
son Philip II remained there, governing the Netherlanders from
faraway Madrid. This annoyed them: they felt Philip no longer
had their interests at heart, especially as many people grew
interested in the new Protestant faith to which both Charles and
his son Philip were staunchly opposed. The northern provinces
wanted the right to control their own affairs as well as to practise
their faith as they saw fit. They formed a breakaway group called
the United Provinces. William of Nassau, Prince of Orange, who
had been raised Lutheran, converted to Catholicism, and then
had become Calvinist, found himself the leader of the northern
Dutch States. Philip did not take the break with these Protestant
leaning northern provinces lightly. The Dutch and Spain entered
years of bitter warfare, and William and then two of his sons,
Maurice and Frederick Henry, became Dutch military leaders.
William emerged as a sort of king in these new lands which soon
became internationally famous for their religious tolerance and
maritime endeavours. The Dutch provinces realised that they
needed the support of like-minded nations and states in Europe
to survive, forming new trade and social networks. However, they
also recognised that their strength in maritime trade could
extend beyond Europe, if it could be conducted in an organised
fashion by the government.
In 1602, the Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie (VOC) was
established as a chartered company granted rights by the Dutch
States to exploit Asian trade, and in 1624, the Geoctroyeerde
Westindische Compagnie (GWIC) was given rights to trade
monopoly in the Caribbean, North America, Africa and Brazil.
Even abroad, the role of William and his family in establishing
the new Dutch nation was not forgotten. As sailors began to
colonise the globe seeking fortune for the Dutch, they named
ports, castles and forts across the world in the Orange-Nassau
family’s honour: the island of Mauritius is named in honour of
William’s son, Maurice, for example. The ships of the VOC flew
the Prinsenvlag (the Prince’s flag) based on William’s livery of
orange, white and blue. However, orange dye was unstable and
so the orange was changed to vermilion red which we still see in
the Dutch flag today. Vermilion, a mineral pigment from
cinnabar, was mined in China and very expensive. In the
seventeenth century, a synthetic form of mercuric sulfide was
developed, known as ‘the Dutch method’. However, the colour
orange has remained important in varied ways. Today orange
symbolises Protestantism and the Dutch worldwide as a result of
William and his family. Carrots are orange because of the Orange
family too. In the seventeenth century, Dutch growers cultivated
the variant orange-coloured carrots as a tribute to William and
the colour stuck. A thousand years of yellow, white and purple
carrot history was wiped out in a generation.
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The Dutch at Home
This painting appears at first glance rather austere, yet also
shows the little luxuries of a well-to-do Dutch family during the
Golden Age. It says much about Dutch sentiments in this period,
about their perceptions of hard work and faith which led to a
new-found prosperity for the nation. The Dutch were Godfearing, mainly Protestant, people and they worried that all this
wealth and overvloed (abundance), flowing into the country would
corrupt them. How could they manage to remain good? Was this
a test of their morals from God?
They worried a lot about how they could contain their pride in
their own success. This is shown in their clothing, which often
seems very sombre to us, simple black and white. But look
closely, the white lace collars are very finely wrought pieces of
work, costing a great deal of money because of their labour. So
in some ways, Dutch clothing reflects these combined feelings
– of pride in wealth and luxury coupled with humility and
modesty that this pride ought to be contained.
The items on the table also highlight some of these conflicting
emotions. We can see the conspicuous display of salt and
herenbrood (refined white bread) rather than the semelbrood
(rye black bread) of poorer folk, little everyday luxuries for the
family, as well as the exotic green-and-white serving bowl which
stands out against their simple pewter plates.

The Dutch were obsessed with the cleanliness of their morals
which they thought was reflected in the cleanliness of their
homes. Housewives were expected to keep their pewterware
gleaming, just as it is in this picture. Low windows and no
curtains in Dutch houses are typical even today because anyone
should be able to peer in at any time, and there should be
nothing to hide. Dutch women were reputed across Europe as
extremely houseproud. One seventeenth-century English visitor
even reported that the wife of a friend he had gone to visit had
picked him up and carried him from the front door to the
reception room herself, rather than let him put his muddy boots
on her nicely polished floor!
Even the family around the table show the same mix of pride and
humility. They were a large, healthy family, something to be
proud of. God had blessed them. They were also keen to show
that they were sober and serious in their faith, and demonstrated
their gratitude in the picture through prayer. So, in this age of
great riches and new discoveries for the Dutch, people were also,
perhaps surprisingly to us, quite fearful about their future: they
felt guilty about being so wealthy, and tried to be humble,
industrious, and sensible about how they used their riches, and
they also hoped and trusted in God to protect them from its
moral and emotional dangers.

Image/ Anonymous, Family Portrait, 1627. © Rijksmuseum SK-A-4469.
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Abundance
This is an example of a fruytje (little fruit) painting, in which the
beauty of delectable ripe fruit is laid out for the viewer’s
enjoyment. It celebrated the joy of abundance in a style of still
life known as pronkstilleven; that is, still life paintings which
were intended to be ostentatious and showy. However, some
artists pushed ripeness to its limits, showing fruit ready to burst
open or just on the edge of decay.
This hint of rot was a subtle reminder of the transcience of life.
Sensual pleasure and even human beauty could not be enjoyed
without the moral reminder of the decay to follow. This is hinted
at here through the inclusion of that most transitory of creatures,
the butterfly. The pomegranate could be used at the time both to
symbolise lust and temptation, as well as warnings against it,
depending on the objects that accompanied it.
For contemporaries, many of the objects depicted in such still
lifes held a second set of meanings, reflecting well known
religious symbolism. The grapes were a symbol of the Eucharist,
peaches of salvation, the butterfly represented resurrection, as
did the carnation, a symbol of eternal life.
Those artists who specialised in still lifes tended to work for the
commercial market, rather than for patrons. Dutch society was
highly visually literate; images abounded throughout their
culture. It has been argued that the Dutch understood and
represented themselves through art, in the same way that
Elizabethan England did through theatre. As such, artists chose
objects, and combinations of them, that were readily meaningful
as well as aesthetically pleasurable for their potential buyers.
Image/ Jan van Huysum, Still life with fruit. On a stone plinth, in the middle, a bunch

The pleasure that these paintings gave is attested by the fact that
Huysum was among the most popular and well-paid artists of
his day, with an international reputation and clientele. Perhaps
surprisingly, he led a reclusive life and only ever agreed to take
on one pupil, Margaretha Haverman.

of white grapes, peaches, plums, a cut pomegranate and a half melon, with
butterflies and other insects, 1700-1749. © Rijksmuseum.

She was not alone in wanting artistic training. A number of
talented Dutch female painters enjoyed success during the
Golden Age, such as Rachael Ruysch, Judith Leyster, Maria van
Oosterwyck, Maria Sibylla Merian, Gesina ter Boch and Anna
Maria van Schurman, working mainly in areas of artistic
composition considered appropriate to their sex such as still life,
botanical subjects, and family portraits. Much of their output is
only now being rediscovered in museums, archives and in private
collections and other works have been reattributed to them as
we learn more about their production.
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The Vereenigde Oost-Indische
Compagnie (VOC)
Dutch exploration and encounters around the world during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were filled with emotions,
many of them mixed. Thanks to the immense success of the
Dutch East India Company, the Dutch Provinces at this time were
much wealthier than other nations in Europe. The Dutch were
very proud of their global reach for such a small nation. The
Dutch East India Company was like the world’s first
multinational, and major brand. It inspired many emotions at the
time: joy, pride, elation, triumph, jubilation, satisfaction, selfconfidence, generosity, but also a great deal of envy and greed.
The Dutch were also careful to recognise God’s all-important
role in the protection of their nation. VOC letters regularly ended
with variations on ‘May God Almighty preserve all your worships’
ships from accidents and bring them safe to port’J54.
The VOC was set up in 1602 to help Dutch traders and explorers
work together in an organised way to find and supply spices
across the world for the good of the whole nation. But it was not
the only company that had this purpose. When the Dutch
company started up, they were competing with the Portuguese
and Spanish who were considered the most advanced explorers
and traders of their era in Europe. Later, the Dutch were so
successful in organising their business that other European
nations wanted to join in. There was competition from the
English, Danish, Swedish, and French among others. Some
companies failed (like the Ostend company which represented
what is now Belgium) but none were quite as successful as the
Dutch in their time.
The VOC was like a big, global business; it set up trading posts
all over the world, trading with countries we now call South
Africa, Sri Lanka, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, China and Japan,
and it employed over 30 000 people which was a lot when there
were only about 2 million Dutch altogether.

brought goods to them at their other outposts. In Japan, the
Shogun limited their trade to a small island called Deshima in
Nagasaki harbour. The Japanese weren’t at all sure that trade
with Europeans would be good for them and they kept a close
eye on all their activities.
Sometimes, the Dutch set up bases that would be
useful stopping off points for their ships. Cape Town in South
Africa was a good half-way point where their ships could take on
fresh water and supplies, and their sailors stretch their legs a
little before the long journeys either across the Indian Ocean to
India or Indonesia, or back home to The Netherlands. They did
like the flowers and plants there though, and the Cape supplied
many unique bulbs and other exotic plants for wealthy
Europeans’ gardens.
The Dutch didn’t see much that they could trade on the
occasions that they were wrecked on the west coast of Australia,
although crews were recommended to look out for fabled gold
that was said to be in the great Southland, and kept items such
as linen, mirrors, beads, bells and even toys for trading with
indigenous peoples they might meet. There wasn’t much in the
landscape that was familiar to their watery homes, or the lush
islands of South-East Asia, although Willem de Vlamingh rather
liked what he saw in 1696-7 and made notes about some sources
of fresh water, good supplies of fish, a funny little rat on an
island the sailors called Rats’ Nest (Rottnest) and swans a colour
they’d never seen in a river they named Swan River. Mostly
though, the Dutch wanted to hop straight back on the boats they
had left, or could re-build, and headed up north to their base in
Indonesia called Batavia (we know it as Jakarta now).

So what were the Dutch looking to trade? Anything that could
make them a profit, not just back home, but also between ports
in Asia. Of course, spices such as pepper from India and
Indonesia, cinnamon from Ceylon, nutmeg and mace from the
Banda Islands and cloves from Ambon were key. Many were not
just exotic to Europeans; some of them grew only in limited
areas, and could fetch a high price within Asia to be exchanged
with local goods that could be shipped back home.
Textiles were also vital, ranging from fine Indian cloth and
Chinese, Japanese silks, and Persian rugs to the coarser Guinea
cloth which could be exchanged on the African coast for slaves.
Japan emerged as an important early supplier of precious
metals, as gold, silver, tin and copper were also passed between
Asian ports by the Dutch, as well as porcelain from China and
even Ceylon elephants which could be profitably sold on to Indian
monarchs. In the eighteenth century, tea and coffee became a
more dominant part of the cargo, while the VOC directors also
sought solutions to draw previously illicit trades such as opium
and elephant tusks into the company’s profits.
But the Dutch weren’t always able to get what they wanted. They
found produce made in the empires of China and Japan much
harder to access. In the end, they gave up trying to get a firm
foothold in China and settled for trading with junks which
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The Exotic World
If the VOC seemed resolutely practical in its profit-making
mission, many who travelled the world wrote with a sense of
wonder about its many marvels. Travel accounts made popular
reading for Europeans at home, stimulating their imagination
about the exotic.
Australia, for example, had long been known as the great
Southland, a land fabled since classical times to be replete
with gold and peopled with giants. For all their practicality, the
directors of the VOC held a glimmer of hope that such tales
might be true. Their instructions to captains charting the
west coast or searching for survivors also required their crews
to look out for gold. Some captains obliged, writing back
optimistically of their hopes. Supercargo Jacob Dedel wrote
to the Managers of the VOC of what he had seen from the
Amsterdam in 1619: ‘a red, muddy coast, which according
to the surmises of some of us might not unlikely prove to be
gold-bearing, a point which may be cleared up in time.’
However, many returned to Batavia profoundly disappointed
by the unfamiliar and seemingly barren landscape.

feature in banketje (little banquet) still life paintings. It was very
fashionable to collect exotic objects and for wealthy people to set
up special cabinets full of wonders or curiosities from around
the globe. On many occasions they did not understand the deep
significance of some of these objects for local peoples and some
of these objects have now ended up on public display in
museums and other settings in ways that their makers find
inappropriate, offensive or simply wrong. This has led to
discussions about returning some objects and certainly to
creating better informed displays about objects and their original
meanings. But in the seventeenth century, the Dutch marvelled
at these weird and wonderful things as they travelled the world,
to take back to show their friends and families, much as we
would with souvenirs today.

As to the giants, Aucke Pieterszoon Jonck on the Emeloordt
in 1658 noted the presence of ‘five persons of tall stature
and imposing appearance’. When Willem de Vlamingh landed
closer to Perth in his 1696-7 mission in the Geelvinck, his crew
brought news of a little hut and eighteen-inch footsteps they
had found. Vlamingh was sceptical. When in the morning they
reached the little hut, they found ‘the eighteen inch footsteps
changed into ordinary ones.’ The great Southland was full of
imaginative possibilities. Other observations were almost too
bizarre to be believed. Vlamingh was equally reticent to give
much credence to his crew’s sighting of a red serpent and a
yellow dog amusing itself at the seashore: ‘What truth there was
in these statements, I do not know. At all events I did not see
either of these things myself.’
François Pelsaert, aboard the Batavia in 1629, also recorded
‘large numbers of a species of cats, which are very strange
creatures’ that seemed scarcely imaginable: this animal,
the size of a hare, had the head of a civet cat, the forepaws
and tail like a monkey, ate in the manner of squirrels and
carried its young in a pouch – ‘exceedingly strange and highly
worth observing’.
Of course, curiosity held practical motivations too. Instructions
for captains requested that they observe carefully the nature of
inhabitants, what they wore, how they administered themelves,
their industries, housing, village layouts as well as their produce.
They should endeavour to ‘get hold’ of someone who would join
their ship and teach them local customs and languages, but only
if they came freely. The Dutch merchants needed to understand
a people to know their desires and passions – what might they
want and what would they be willing to trade for it? As such
contact was in Dutch interests, captains were ordered to proceed
in friendship, and to watch that they and their crews overlooked
cultural misunderstandings and behaved with respect towards
peoples they met. Abel Tasman was specifically directed in his
1644 expedition not to insult their houses, gardens, ships,
possession or the women.

Image/ Nicolaes van Gelder; Still life with a basket of peaches, grapes and plums.
In front, white grapes on a metal plate, at left a Roemer filled with roses, to the right
a Chinese jug, a pewter salt cellar, some fruit and a glass bottle. Behind the basket,
a splendid golden cup and a box containing a lobster, lemons, a bowl of berries
and a Berkemeyer, all on a marble surface covered with a Smyrna rug. 1664.
Copyright Rijksmuseum SK-A-1536.

The Dutch were very excited about the new products that they
found when they explored the wider world and many of them,
like exotic fruits, lobster and Chinese porcelain serving dishes,
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Life at Sea
This style of image, known as an ontbijtje (little breakfast)
painting, suggests a much simpler and a more homely
environment, produced by an artist who often evoked moral
messages in his still life pictures, reminding viewers not to be
distracted about earthly riches but to think of their religious
salvation and to lead a good, virtuous life. However, the fare
depicted here was still more generous than that experienced by
the average VOC crew member, or ‘eaters’ as they were
sometimes termed in its documents.

The value of fresh produce was known. The Vergulde Draeck’s
provisions loaded in Cape Town included seven cows, ten sheep
and cabbages, carrots, radishes, melons and watermelons, as
well as ‘good, fresh, healthy people’. But fresh produce did not
last for the long voyage between the Dutch provinces and Cape
Town, nor between Cape Town and Batavia. In the later
eighteenth century, sauerkraut which held ascorbic acid in its
pickled state would be added to the supplies, in an effort to
combat scurvy.

Setting sail on a VOC ship carried many dangers and, generally,
those who signed up as soldiers or sailors did so because they
were poor and desperate for work. Crew members were paid
handgeld, two months of their wages upfront, which made the
risk a little more attractive. This was designed to give a crew
member’s family some support during the long months away but
many sailors were single. As about half of the VOC’s labour was
recruited in Amsterdam, this city developed its own industries to
help relieve sailors of their newfound wealth in an area we now
know as the Red Light district. The brass tobacco box found at
the Zeewijk survivor campsite reflected this reality – sailors spent
their handgeld, then boarded the vessel to work for the wages
they’d already spent.

The Dutch were not the only nation abord VOC vessels. Shipboard
life was a melting pot of European cultures, with representatives
most commonly of German, French, English, Spanish, and
Portuguese states as well as African slaves. There were also
women who were travelling with their husbands, to join them, or
sometimes to marry one. Children too were aboard as part of
families. When the Batavia set sail from Cape Town in April 1629,
it was carrying a lively mix of over 300, including more than thirty
women and children.

On board, scurvy resulted in many deaths. When the Zuytdorp
arrived in the Cape in April 1712, it had lost 112 of its 286 crew in
the seven-month journey from Wielingen. This was a remarkable
and unusual loss, some twofifths of the crew. Arent Blankert,
master surgeon of the Unie which was in Table Bay at the same
time, recorded the Zuytdorp’s arrival and deaths ‘by scurvy, hot
diseases, and raging fevers. The chief-surgeon and both his
mates had jumped overboard in their delirium and ragings,
notwithstanding all conceivable precautions.’ By comparison, the
Zeewijk lost 28 on this leg of its journey in 1728, and the Vergulde
Draeck, in 1655, had lost only 2 – and these were men overboard.

A few years earlier, the Governor General at Batavia, Jan
Pieterszoon Coen, had requested that some 400 to 500 girls, no
younger than 10 to 12, be brought out from Dutch workhouses
and orphanages to make wives for lonely Dutch men and to
populate the colony with good, God-fearing families. Their ship,
‘t Wapen van Hoorn, found itself ‘in extreme peril’ when it ran
aground near Shark Bay in 1622 but was able to be refloated and
made its way on to Batavia. Coen was later able to report that the
girls had been successfully married off to officers within 6 weeks
of their arrival. Ships also saw the birth of new life. On 27 July
1623, Willemtgen, wife of William Janszoon, gave birth to a little
boy on board the Leyden as it surveyed the west coast near Shark
Bay en route to Batavia. He would be named Seebaer van
Niemelant (Sea-born of the New Land), the first European child
of Australia.

Image/ Pieter Claeszoon, Still life with bread and a fish
on tin plates. At right a Roemer, a salt cellar at the
back. On the table are also a knife and some hazelnuts,
1640 – 1645. © Rijksmuseum.
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Shipwrecked on the Great Southland
The Dutch knew with certainty about a southern land from the
time of the Duyfken’s landing in 1606. After Dirk Hartog’s 1616
investigations in the Eendracht, the west coast was commonly
referred to as Eendrachtsland by fellow Dutch seafarers within
the VOC. Trialling the new Brouwer’s route, a quicker, southerly
route to Batavia which could return profits even faster for the
company, placed many ships on a direct path to the west coast of
Australia, but knowing when to turn to the north was difficult.
This led to a series of near-misses which were duly reported
back to the VOC directors with pleas that instructions should be
altered to turn earlier than the official recommendations. These
included the Batavian Governor-General Coen himself, who had
been travelling with the Galias, Utrecht and Texel in 1627 when
they perceived breakers offshore the continent. Coen urged the
Directors to amend instructions as ‘a matter of the highest
importance, which if not properly attended to involves grievous
peril to ships and crews (which God in his mercy avert).’
The Batavia which struck Morning Reef near Beacon Island
(1629), the Vergulde Draeck wrecked off Ledge Point, just over
100 kilometres north of Perth (1656), the Zuytdorp destroyed in
the remote coast between Kalbarri and Shark Bay (1712) and the
Zeewijk which hit Half Moon Reef in the Houtman Abrolhos
islands (1727) were less fortunate. Some 40 drowned on the
Batavia, 118 on the Vergulde Draeck, 106 on the Zeewijk, while the
number on the Zuytdorp is unknown. Not all those who
experienced shipwrecks lived to tell the tale, but those who did
recorded their fear and despair. François Pelsaert, on the
Batavia, recorded how people were transferred from the vessel to
the land amid ‘the loud lamentations raised on board by women,
children, sick people, and faint-hearted men’. Once on land, he
left the greater part of the crew to search for water before
deciding to sail directly for the colony in search of help.

dual interests, although the Governor General and Councillors
confessed in their instructions, ‘there remains for us, in view of
the long lapse of time, very little hope that these people will still
be found alive’. They revealed their darkest fears ‘that they have
perished through hunger and misery or have been beaten to
death by savage inhabitants and murdered’ but also their own
feelings of responsibility to send yet more searches ‘so as not to
fail in any duty that could be demanded of us in searching for
these poor souls in case they should be alive, or any of them.’
They made clear to the captains of the Waekende Boei and
Emeloordt in December 1657 that although they should salvage
what they could from the wreck, ‘our opinion however is that in
view of the great peril and danger this will not happen, since we
deem human life more precious than goods.’
Hopes were high for both captains. When Samuel Volkersen,
Waekende Boei’s captain, saw a large fire on the coast, he ‘hoped
it was lit by Christian people’. Aucke Pieterszoon Jonck likewise
spotted fires ashore and, ‘rejoicing in our hearts’, sent a boat
to the spot, sailing off ‘in God’s name’. Although many shipboard
items and timbers were recovered, neither ship located
survivors. Yet the VOC had still not given up. Ships from the Cape
were advised to keep a look out for Draeck survivors for many
years as they passed by the west coast, as was Vlamingh some
forty years later in 1696-7.

Emotions ran high at the news of Batavia’s loss. Coen sent
Pelsaert back immediately in the Sardam to recover the
‘250 souls altogether, men, women, as well as children, left on
certain islands or rocks … in the uttermost misery to perish of
thirst and hunger’. Coen’s disbelief at Pelsaert’s abandonment
of his crew was palpable: he was ordered to proceed ‘most
hastily at the place where you have lost the ship and left the
people’. Pelsaert had dishonoured the reputation of the VOC
by his actions, with senior councillor Antonie van Diemen
describing the ship and its people as ‘shamefully left’ by
Pelsaert’s group who had taken more provisions with them
than they had left for the remaining passengers.
When the Vergulde Draeck was likewise wrecked in 1656, a group
of its crew sailed north to Batavia in search of assistance, having
watched others attempting to refloat the boat on the shore, from a
distance at which they could not be themselves boarded. Selfpreservation was high on the agenda, but this was mixed with guilt
at survival and duty to those 68 who had been left behind. Certainly
the VOC councillors perceived their responsibilities to these
passengers, upon hearing the ‘sorrowful news,’ it sent three
further ships over the next year to seek out survivors ‘in their
sorrowful state … anxiously awaiting all needed comfort and help
from here’, at a futher loss of 11 men.
Instructions for these vessels were ‘to save the unhappy persons
and the Company’s cash and goods’. The Vergulde Draeck had
held an estimated 185 00 guilders’ worth of cargo including 8
chests of silver coins. Further attempts at recovery served these
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Abandoned
The Batavia saw some 250 people remain on nearby islands,
while the Vergulde Draeck left 68 passengers ashore while a
small rescue party travelled north to the colony for help.
Zuytdorp was the only Dutch wreck from which no survivors from
among the 200 or so aboard had returned to report its fate and to
seek assistance; thus, no search was ever made for it by the
VOC. Ninety remained on the islands after the wreck of the
Zeewijk while 12 crew left to get help.
The survivors’ initial joy at escaping from the sea must have
turned once more to fear and despair faced with the unfamiliar
surrounds of the west coast. First thoughts were to provisions and
locating fresh water where it had not been salvaged from the ship.
Pelsaert’s rescue party from the Batavia had little success in
locating fresh water and thus travelled on to the colony. However,
Wiebbe Hayes stationed on West Wallabi Island had been more
successful. The Batavia crew and passengers were reasonably
well provisioned, with plentiful bird and sea life on the islands.
Batavia’s challenges lay elsewhere, as a now infamous bloody
massacre unfolded under the ruthless regime of apothecary
Jeronimus Corneliszoon who had been left in charge.
Religious beliefs were key to how crews dealt with the trauma.
Corneliszoon’s heretical ideas led him to claim that his
leadership of a murderous spree which left over 120 of the
Batavia’s surviving men, women and children dead, was
sanctioned by God himself. However, others found comfort and
sustenance in their faith. Upper steersman Abraham Leeman,
who had been left behind by Captain Volkersen on the Waekende
Boei in 1658 whilst searching ashore for the crew of the Vergulde
Draeck, remembered: ‘I climbed on the rocks and looked out to
sea, praying to God with weeping eyes for help and succour, not
knowing what I should do. I stayed alone most of the time in my
misery.’ He brought his men together to pray and ‘admonished
them to keep God in mind and to beware of temptation for we
were in great peril and God was the right steersman who could
lead us back. Some were moved by this, and they wept.’

Remains of leather shoes, pipes, plates and other everyday items
found ashore suggest some attempts to maintain daily practices
by the Vergulde Draeck’s survivors. Lonely, afraid and a long way
from home, VOC officials attempted to maintain morale by
continuing the rules of shipboard life, with its regulations and
documentation. Second steersman Adriaan van der Graeff ’s
diary of the Zeewijk experience noted struggles to maintain
discipline and rationing among the soldiers and crew. These
survivors upheld the moral codes of their homeland, prosecuting
two boys for sodomy and marooning them on inhospitable
islands nearby. Van der Graeff steadfastly recorded the deaths of
each crew member, which would ensure that the wages of each
would not be paid by the VOC to his relatives beyond the day of
his death. Not prepared to leave their fate to others, the Zeewijk
survivors, most ambitiously, turned their attention to building
their own vessel from the wreckage. They completed the Sloepie
in four months and set sail to the colony in March 1728, carrying
the ship’s surviving 82 passengers.
By contrast, the Zuytdorp survivors had reached the mainland,
where they evidently built a bonfire hoping to attract the attention
of passing ships. A brass tobacco box lid inscribed with the name
Leyden, found at Wale Well in 1990, suggests that the survivors
had arrived there, traded it with the local indigenous population,
or had perhaps been with them. The VOC had often encouraged
contact with the indigenous populations; now it seems likely that
the survival of the Dutch lay in their hands. Survivors must have
hoped that previous crews had treated local peoples with the
noble spirit of friendship their instructions had directed. When
Pelsaert marooned two crew members involved in the Batavia
massacre he had left them optimistic instructions regarding
contact with the local peoples: ‘if they take you into their Villages
to their chief men, have courage to go with them willingly, Man’s
luck is found in strange places; if God guards you, you will not
suffer any damage from them but on the contrary, because they
have never seen any white men they will offer all friendship.’

Image/ David Davidszoon de Heem, Still life with lobster;
oysters, bread, oranges, a lemon, glass, and a pepper basket
and a bottle of wine. 1668. Copyright Rijksmuseum
SK-A-2566.
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The VOC and the Spice Trade
Spices built an empire, with the help of navigational seamanship
that led to a breakthrough trading route to the Spice Islands: a
trade route bringing fortune and flavour to The Netherlands and
Europe. Spices built the VOC – a lot of them sitting in kitchen
cupboards at home and quite ordinary now: things like pepper,
cinnamon, nutmeg and cloves. But many were exotic to
European, African and Asian populations alike, and some grew
only in small areas. But it wasn’t just good business techniques
that mattered. The Dutch were prepared to go to war with local
peoples and with the other trading companies to make sure they
had first dibs on what was new and different. This happened for
nutmeg, mace and cloves- the latter was very rare indeed. Once
the Dutch had control of the business, they made sure no one
else could get a look in. This would keep their prices high.
Pepper was one of the first spices the Dutch wanted to trade,
and it remained a mainstay of the VOC’s trade. It was so highly
valuable that it has left its mark in the Dutch language through
the word peperduur which means something very costly. With
cloves, the Dutch limited the production just to Ambon (in
Indonesia) which they controlled; even burning down trees in
other places to make sure no one else could compete. This was
pretty risky as the trees take twelve years to bear fruit! In the
Moluccas too, the Dutch fought violent wars with the local
Muslim kingdoms to secure the right to the Banda Islands where
nutmeg and mace were produced. As for cinnamon which was
native to present-day Sri Lanka, the Dutch forged a vital political
alliance with the Kingdom of Kandy to push out the Portuguese
who had held a monpoly on its trade since 1518.
Dutch cooking in the Golden Age was adventurous and made
full use of the spices that were brought in from the east.
This is revealed in the popular seventeenth-century cooking
guide, De Verstandige Kok (The Sensible Cook) first published
in 1667, which also recommended a diet with a wide variety of
fruit and vegetables.
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Although in the nineteenth century a more austere style of
cooking returned to the Dutch mainland that favoured simpler
styled meat and vegetables, cheese and bread, the influences of
the VOC period can still be seen, particularly in sweet cakes and
biscuits prepared for festival days and special occasions.
After all, sugar was also a new import of the age, and it was the
Dutch who transported sugarcane from South America to
develop in the Caribbean. These include speculaas – traditionally
offered on Saint Nicholas’s day, December 5, which include
cinnamon, nutmeg, cloves, ginger, cardamom and white pepper;
and kruidnoten – spiced gingernut biscuit balls using cinnamon,
mace, white pepper, cardamom, cloves and nutmeg. The
evidence of cultural interactions with Indonesia can today be
seen through popular Dutch snacks such as patat sate – french
fries with satay sauce; bamihap – crumbed and deep-fried mie
goreng; and nasibal – crumbed and deep-fried nasi goreng.
Rijstaffel (rice table), consisting of many varied small dishes
around a central cone of rice, was adapted by the colonial Dutch
from the local feast, nasi padang. Under Dutch influence, the
rijstaffel became a spectacular display of the wealth and variety
of cuisine from the Indonesian archipelago, oriented around the
distinctive tastes of coconut milk, spices such as coriander,
pepper, garlic, cardamom, star anise, and turmeric, and such
ingredients as peanuts, lemon grass and ginger. Just like a still
life painting, the rijstaffel, with its overflowing multitude of
plates, symbolised the abundance of the Dutch colonial empire
– its access to produce as far as the eye could see and a staff of
domestic and culinary servants to create and serve the
magnificent banquet. Nowadays, the rijstaffel is still very popular
in The Netherlands and South Africa.
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Passions in the Music
Like today’s contemporary music, in the eighteenth century there
were distinct preferences in musical taste, with the different
European nations focusing on different kinds of contests,
instrumentation and musical forms. Contrast was a means of
structuring the music: fast-slow; a large ensemble - a smaller
ensemble; clean lines - heavily ornamented musical lines. All
shared in the aim to create accurate musical depictions of
emotions. Indeed, we know that musicians at the time were
praised when they were able to perform the right emotions of the
music to arouse corresponding feelings in listeners. Thus, the
music was said to ‘stir the passions of the soul’. Descriptions of
performances by the Italian composer Corelli indicate reactions
by the audience that we would expect to find in a contemporary
pop concert - fans fainting and screaming!
COUNT UNICO WILHELM VAN WASSENAER (1692-1766)
This Dutch composer led a somewhat hidden musical life.
He was a diplomat by profession who came from an illustrious
family which had served the Dutch state in times of war and
peace. Van Wassenaer studied law and his musical life was
unknown to scholars for a long time because, as a member of
the Dutch elite, he preferred not to publish his music under his
own name. Indeed, he was uncertain about the musical worth
of his creations, writing in a manuscript copy of his Concerti
Armonici ‘Some of them are tolerable, some middling, others
wretched. Had they not been published, I would perhaps have
corrected the mistakes in them, but other business has left me
no leisure to amuse myself with them’. This had led to some of
his compositions being mistakenly attributed to Italians, because
van Wassenaer chose to write in that fashionable style.
SYBRANT VAN NOORDT (1660-1705)
Van Noordt was employed as an organist at the Oude Kerk in
Amsterdam and at Sint Bavo church in Haarlem. By contrast to
van Wassenaer, he was born to a family of well-connected
Amsterdam artists, including his grandfather, also named Sybrant,
who was a schoolmaster, organist and paid by the city to maintain
its bell towers. His uncle Jan was a portrait painter, and his uncle
Antonie and father Jacobus were both composers and prominent
musicians at Amsterdam churches. Van Noordt’s Sonate was
published by Etienne Roger around 1700 in Amsterdam, one of the
main centres of music publishing at the time.
WILLEM DE FESCH (1687-1761)
De Fesch was a violone player and composer whose musical
career took him across European states of opposing political and
religious beliefs. A pupil of the Vice-Kapellmeister of Bonn, de
Fesch married his teacher’s daughter, Maria Anna Rosier. He
worked in Amsterdam before moving to Antwerp Cathedral for a
position as Kapellmeister, and then to London where he played
with the hugely popular German, Händel.
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Ship of Fools? Not the Dutch!
In the seventeenth century, the Dutch were well known as the
best boat builders in the business. But this hadn’t always been
the case. Just a century or two earlier, no one would have
thought twice about them. But when they realised that expansion
for their nation would have to happen via the sea, the Dutch paid
attention to the best in the business (Germans) and learnt to do
it even better.
Not only were their building practices fast and efficient and not
too costly, but the boats they built were well designed. They were
fast and manoeuvrable, and needed fewer crew than other
European vessels. They were shallow-bottomed which meant
they could come in close to the coast and were very stable in the
water. Even their rivals thought so. One Portuguese merchant
wrote of the Dutch sailors that ‘they go with their ships all over
the world and to places where ours cannot navigate’.
It might be surprising but some of the international experts of
these Dutch building techniques are right here in WA. A whole
raft of old shipbuilding skills had to be re-learned by shipwrights
in Fremantle in order to build the replica Duyfken plank-first in
the old way. This was launched in 1999.

One of the things that hampered other nations from competing
with the Dutch were monarchs who pushed their shipwrights to
build ever more ambitious ships that showed off their power and
glory, without an eye to practical concerns. Many were heavily
decorated and painted. Kings liked cannons which looked
impressive to opponents but were heavy. Too many guns would
sink the ship. Gustavus Adolphus found this out the hard way,
when the Vasa, the pride of the Swedish fleet with its beautiful
gold-leaf decoration, sunk in Stockholm harbour only 120 metres
from shore on its maiden voyage in August 1628 in front of the
most of the city’s population who had turned out to see it sail.
He had given his (Dutch) shipwrights all manner of headaches,
specifying the measurements they were to use for the ship and
hurrying them to have it in the water as soon as possible.
Early modern people enjoyed these morality tales, of those in
high places who grew too proud of their own abilities and then
crashed back down to earth, or in this case, sank to the bottom
of the sea.

IMAGE/ Reinier Zeeman, Quelque Nauires (Some Ships) 1652. © The Trustees of the British Museum
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Sugar, Chocolate,
Marmalade and Fine China
William of Orange and his sons might have been famous military
leaders but his female offspring were also contributing to the
family’s hold on power in more subtle ways during the Golden
Age. William’s son Frederick Henry and his wife Amalia created a
new sort of power, one that was funded by a huge haul of gold
from captured Spanish ships and imports from Dutch global
trade, which directly boosted the Orange-Nassau coffers.
Frederick Henry and Amalia set the trends on luxury, and it was
those things to which they had access through exclusive Dutch
trade thanks to the establishment of the trading companies to
the east in 1602 and and west in 1621: exotic, luxury goods such
as Chinese porcelain, spices traded at Batavia and Malacca,
sugar from South America, fur from North America, and gold
and ivory from Africa. The Orange-Nassau family were
trendsetters in showing off luxury goods in The Netherlands and
to Germany and Britain where children of the House of OrangeNassau were married off. They took their name with them,
creating new palaces and castles named after their family: such
as Oranjewoud, Oranienstein, Oranienburg, and Oranienbaum,
even painting the buildings orange, and planting orange trees in
their gardens. Orange princesses were often painted holding
orange blossom in their hands.
The Dutch held a monopoly on the importation of Chinese
porcelain into Europe during the seventeenth century. Amalia
held many pieces given to her as gifts by the VOC and European
diplomats because it was widely known that the path to Frederick
Hendrick’s ear was through Amalia. Porcelain not only reflected
contact with the exotic east but these particular vases reflected
the craze for the equally exotic tulip which had taken the Dutch
Republic by storm. Amalia had special rooms designed as
porcelain display cabinets. After her death, Amalia’s porcelain
was divided between her four daughters Henriette Louise,
Henriette Catharina, Albertine Agnes and Maria. All the
daughters, three of whom had been married off into German
lands, furnished their palaces in distinct Dutch style, including
the display of the porcelain collections in separate porcelain
cabinets, in subterranean kitchens, or in garden grottos.
These kitchens were located on the side of the princesses’
gardens and displayed the richness of Dutch-imported Chinese
and Japanese porcelain. It could also be used for the display of
flowers, especially exotics established in Europe from Dutch
colonial enterprise. It seems that the kitchens’ owners like
Henriette Catharina used these spaces to prepare jam and some
candied fruits (orange peel and sugar) which were offered at the
end of entertainments and balls, and given as gifts. Delft tiles
decorated these summer houses from floor to ceiling. Delft
blue-and-white tiles, especially those with Biblical motifs, were
popular in rich Dutch households, but, because they were
expensive, only a few were ever used in upper-class Dutch
displays as features. In contrast, in Henriette Catharina’s
Oranienbaum palace several thousand of these precious Delft
tiles were displayed.

IMAGE/ Theepot, Porzellanmanufaktur Nymphenburg, ca. 1760 - ca. 1770.
© Rijksmuseum

family’s colonial power and superior access to consumer goods
which the emerging VOC and Dutch colonial power gave them.
The Dutch were the first to import tea into Europe and to develop
tea drinking into a social habit of the upper class. Drinking tea
was restricted to a more intimate circle, so to be invited was a
real honour. The hostess herself would prepare and pour the tea
to her guests. Sugar and candied fruit were served as well. We
have a painting depicting Henriette Catharina and her daughters
at such a tea session. The inventories of the Nassau family list
many porcelain containers and tea sets. Tea sets were ordered
by the Orange princesses living in Germany as gifts.
So Nassau women were using porcelain to advance the
reputation of their family, just as their fathers and brothers were
fighting for it in war. They showcased the economic strength of
their homeland and family, by using the new luxurious and rare
products of the Dutch-controlled colonial world - tulips, tea,
sugar, coffee, plants – in secluded, kitchen and garden spaces
associated with women and in activities considered suitable
occupation of a aristocratic lady’s time. The glory of the Orange
family spread far and wide – members of the dynasty eventually
becoming Kings of Prussia in Germany, and of England, Wales
and Scotland, as well as of The Netherlands today.

Porcelain was also important as part of Orange- Nassau
ceremonial social life. For example, porcelain tea and chocolate
sets figure prominently in the possessions of these women. Tea,
sugar and chocolate were of course further evidence of their
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Tulipmania
Tulips reached the United Provinces via Turkey and were found to
grow well in the cold soils of northern Europe. The tulip’s
unusual shape, its many, bright colours and its high price made
it immediately a must-have fashion item for rich Dutch citizens.
They built gardens that could showcase their new botanical
prized possessions. It also helped that Amalia, Princess of
Orange, was showing them off in speciallymade blue and white
porcelain tulip vases all through her palaces.
Tulips with lines and streaks (actually caused by a virus) and the
more unusual colours cost the most. Each different colour and
pattern had its own name. Some were named after those who
had managed to grow new colours or styles, some were military
names such ‘Admiral’ and ‘General’ which reflected the Dutch
preoccupation with its war with Spain at the time, and others
were named after figures from antiquity like Alexander the Great,
which reflected Dutch learned knowledge of the classical world.
The desire to have the tulip with the rarest patterns led people to
pay ever higher sums for tulip bulbs to beat out competitors.
There were more buyers for tulips than there were bulbs
available to buy, and this pressure made people willing to buy a
bulb which was still being shipped over or growing. Not everyone
thought this was a good idea. It meant people were purchasing
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and then re-selling for an even higher price something that they
did not have in front of them. Vast sums of money – worth whole
salaries of common folk and even pieces of land and houses were soon changing hands among traders for bulbs that no one
had yet held in their hand.
Suddenly, in February 1637, the trading collapsed. People
realised that they were giving money for what was as yet thin air
and grew very nervous. As soon as people lost confidence that
they would actually ever see their bulb, the tulip market fell
apart. People panicked. Some traders lost everything. At the
time, some commented that this was a good example of how silly
people could get when they had too much money and got
over-excited by the new fashions brought in by ships from around
the world. They had let their emotions and their greed get the
better of them. The tulip was, after all, just a flower. They had
forgotten what really mattered, which was considered at the time
to be God, their families and friends, and leading a good life.
The Dutch still love their flowers and tulip gardens and flower
markets of The Netherlands are a wonderful sight to see. It is
traditional to take flowers when you go to visit a friend, but not
necessarily tulips!
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Passions or Playthings?
No Ordinary Dolls’ Houses
In the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, a small
group of wealthy Dutch women created and collected exquisitely
crafted dolls’ houses. These were rich adult women who made
miniature houses for their own fun. They shared some things in
common: some were related, and two had no children.
Petronella Dunois was the daughter of a high official at the court
in The Hague, and niece of another dolls’ house owner,
Petronella de la Court. Sara Rothé was born in Amsterdam in
1699, the daughter of a banker, and she married a wealthy
merchant, Jacob Ploos van Amstel. Not all these luxurious
cabinets belonged to childless wealthy women, however. Born in
Leiden, in 1649, in a well-to-do family, Petronella de la Court
married Adam Oortman, and lived in Amsterdam where Oortman
owned a brewery called The Swan.
These houses really mattered to their female owners. They spent
vast sums of money on creating and decorating them, with
artwork and furniture commissioned from the leading
manufacturers and artists of their time. They were mentioned in
their owner’s wills, as important possessions to be passed on
through the family line. Some kept detailed notebooks about
their additions, expenses, and renovations to the houses. Sara
Rothé even ordered a local artist to paint a picture of her house
showing it full of living people!
What is a bit unusual about these houses, and unlike other dolls’
houses that we know were made about this time, is that each
one contained a nursery room and a separate lying-in room. This
was a special room where the mother lay in bed for up to six
weeks and received visitors and held parties after the birth of a
baby. Having a special lying-in room was a bit unusual, as usually
people just converted their best and warmest room into a
bedroom for the six weeks and held their parties there. People
took this very seriously because the birth of a healthy baby was
important. There were even books that told people how these
rooms should be decorated and we have letters between
princesses asking each other for advice on how to decorate their
rooms, especially what colours they should use for the bed linen
and curtains!

real. Petronella Oortman’s house made special places for the
maidservants and nursery staff to sleep, even providing different
fabrics for each of the maids’ beds. Each servant’s bedroom was
carefully furnished with its own chair and chamberpot. Their
houses also had foot-warmers, a special box where warm coals
from the fire were placed which women rested their feet on
underneath their petticoats. Only women putting together dolls’
houses thought of including such things – it was women who
traditionally sat furthest away from the fire.
Did children even play with houses like these? Perhaps not very
often. They were often only opened up at adult parties for people
to marvel at the clever artistic skills of their craftsmen who could
make such beautful things in miniature. But we do know that
other, simpler dolls and houses were made for girls. Lots of
books from that time tell us that girls should play with toys that
could teach them how to be useful housewives. Girls were given
play pots to polish up or dresses to sew for dolls. Boys however
often had more active toys, spinning tops, hoops and play horses,
which were seen as useful training for their future lives spent
outside the home.
The National Gallery of Art in Washington has an interactive
website for kids where you can explore a seventeenth century
Dutch dolls’ house. Create your own Delftware plates, make things
move, paint your own masterpiece and hang it on the wall and lots
more. Visit: http://www.nga.gov/kids/zone/dollhouse.htm

Each dolls’ house also had a special linen or laundry room. In
the seventeenth-century Netherlands, wealthy people sent out
their linen to be washed and bleached, and it was then returned
to the house for drying and ironing. Often this might be done just
once a year, with maids hired specially to carry out the household
part of the laundry process. The less frequently you did this, the
richer it showed you were, because it meant that you had to have
lots of linen to spare when it got dirty throughout the year.
In the same way, the houses also had beautiful kitchens full of
shiny copper pots or china, some even had two kitchens – a
working one and a ‘best kitchen’ where you might invite your
friends and show off your best and cleanest pots! What these
houses tell us is that when rich women thought about what their
fantasy home would look like, it was one with gleaming, clean
copper pots and fine china in their kitchen, lots of linen and the
maids to clean it, and the joy of healthy babies to celebrate.
These women clearly thought a lot about their houses and the
practical arrangements that would make them work if they were
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Charity, Care and
the Desire to be Remembered.
What do Dutch buildings tell us about their creators, their
motivations, aspirations and experiences? During the Golden Age,
many people seem to have reconciled their new-found wealth by
leaving it when they died to various charities for the poor and
needy, young and old, in society. These were particularly common
in North and South Holland, the two richest provinces in the
nation, where we still find a range of buildings that operated as
orphanages, old peoples’ homes and as almshouses (homes for
the poor). Both men and women left their own homes or arranged
to buy properties to establish such almshouses where poor
(usually old or widowed) men or women could go to live and be
provided with food and shelter. Many of the buildings were
designed to have a series of rooms around a little shared, internal
courtyard called a hofje. Some are still functioning today just as
their owners set out in their foundation documents.
Certainly these benefactors were acting for the care of their local
community, but often they also had one eye on creating public
memory for themselves. In Haarlem, Het Hofje van Guurtje de
Waal was founded in 1616 by Guerte Jansdochter de Wael, the
daughter of a rich textile merchant whose family coat-of-arms
can still be seen above the stone gate of the complex. It was
quite a curious image too – showing the Dutch Lion with its head
cut off and blood spurting out! In Alkmaar, Margaretha van
Splinter left a set of eight almshouses in 1646 which you can still
see on the Lindengracht today.
Rules for entrants could be quite strict and if you wanted to live
there, they had to be carefully followed. Most had places only
available to those of a particular faith. All expected their
residents to lead a good and sober life. In 1667, the rich
Amsterdam merchant Pieter Jansz Suuykerhoff left money in his
will to create a home for ‘modest daughters and widows of
Protestant households’. The women were required to be honest
and decent, and to have a ‘peace-loving humour’ in order to get
on with others in the community. In exchange, they would receive
free rent, 10 pounds of rice, a keg of butter, 20 tonnes of peat (for
burning to keep warm) and even a little pocket money.

IMAGE/ Rembrandt van Rijn, Beggars receiving alms at the door of a house, 1648.
Courtesy National Gallery of Art, Washington.

Founders were not above leaving more obvious references to
themselves and their feelings than just their names and coatsof-arms. In Haarlem, one donor’s almshouse includes a poem
on the main building that called on others to follow his lead:
‘Wouterus van Oorschot shows his love here for the poor and as
an example to the rich; died 19 March 1768.’ In Utrecht, on the
Nieuwegracht, stands a row of mid-seventeenth century free
houses, designed to accommodate the city’s poor and needy
citizens. These were built on the commission of a wealthy widow,
Maria van Pallaes. Above the entrance door a dedicatory stone
highlights her motivations: ‘Not in appreciation of earthly favour,
but a place in heaven’s court’. Was she really thinking of the poor,
or of her own salvation in making such a statement?
In ways like this, through buildings that still bear their names and
their signage or continue to follow their instructions, wealthy
individuals could make sure that they were remembered in their
home towns. Certainly these rich citizens wanted to help the needy
of their community, and many benefited from their care and
concern, but these donors also wrote themselves into their towns’
histories, actvities and memories in ways that are still strong today.
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Snap Frozen Peace?
Fun and Games on the Ice.
Did you know that the Dutch were in the middle of a mini-ice age
during the Golden Age? Canals and lakes froze over, even the
River Thames in London. People did not panic, in fact if their art
is to be believed, it looked like everyone stopped work to go and
play on the ice! Of course this was not really the case for
everyone. In many places, crops could not grow in these artic
conditions and there was a series of famines across Europe.
However, a special kind of art developed at this time in the
United Provinces, which showed people having fun in these icy
winterscapes. One of the best-known artists is Hendrick
Avercamp from a town called Kampen who specialised in this
kind of art. Here we see adults and children at play. If you look
closely, you can see people doing an early form of something a
little like ice hockey or golf, which was called kolf. Children are
sledding and others skating.

status and also in the things they are doing on the ice. Some
people are fishing for their livelihood while others are playing. In
some pictures we see beggars, as well as rich people in their
horse-drawn sleds. There are so many stories here, people
falling through the ice, slipping over, tying on skates, or just
chatting by the riverbank.
These pictures were very popular in their day and they still
captivate us now. Perhaps it is for the same reasons. Avercamp
shows the world the way people wanted to imagine it was,
everyone having fun and getting on together.

Everyone seems to be out there having fun, young and old, rich
and poor, women and men. The icescapes seemed to make
people equal in a way that they weren’t normally. But Avercamp
shows people dressed very differently according to their social

Image/ Hendrick Avercamp, Winter Games on the Frozen River Ijssel, c. 1626. Courtesy National Gallery of Art, Washington.
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A Latin Storm in a Dutch Teacup.
What do Dutch buildings tell us about their creators, their
motivations, aspirations and experiences? During the Golden
Age, many people seem to have reconciled their new-found
wealth by leaving it when they died to various charities
for the poor and needy, young and old, in society. These were
particularly common in North and South Holland, the two richest
provinces in the nation, where we still find a range of buildings
that operated as orphanages, old peoples’ homes and as
almshouses (homes for the poor). Both men and women
left their own homes or arranged to buy properties to establish
such almshouses where poor (usually old or widowed) men or
women could go to live and be provided with food and shelter.
Many of the buildings were designed to have a series of rooms
around a little shared, internal courtyard called a hofje. Some
are still functioning today just as their owners set out in their
foundation documents.
Certainly these benefactors were acting for the care of their local
community, but often they also had one eye on creating public
memory for themselves. In Haarlem, Het Hofje van Guurtje de
Waal was founded in 1616 by Guerte Jansdochter de Wael, the
daughter of a rich textile merchant whose family coat-of-arms
can still be seen above the stone gate of the complex. It was
quite a curious image too – showing the Dutch Lion with its head
cut off and blood spurting out! In Alkmaar, Margaretha van
Splinter left a set of eight almshouses in 1646 which you can still
see on the Lindengracht today.
Rules for entrants could be quite strict and if you wanted to live
there, they had to be carefully followed. Most had places only
available to those of a particular faith. All expected their
residents to lead a good and sober life. In 1667, the rich
Amsterdam merchant Pieter Jansz Suuykerhoff left money in his
will to create a home for ‘modest daughters and widows of
Protestant households’. The women were required to be honest
and decent, and to have a ‘peace-loving humour’ in order to get
on with others in the community. In exchange, they would receive
free rent, 10 pounds of rice, a keg of butter, 20 tonnes of peat (for
burning to keep warm) and even a little pocket money.
Founders were not above leaving more obvious references to
themselves and their feelings than just their names and coatsof-arms. In Haarlem, one donor’s almshouse includes a poem
on the main building that called on others to follow his lead:
‘Wouterus van Oorschot shows his love here for the poor and as
an example to the rich; died 19 March 1768.’ In Utrecht, on the
Nieuwegracht, stands a row of mid-seventeenth century free
houses, designed to accommodate the city’s poor and needy
citizens. These were built on the commission of a wealthy widow,
Maria van Pallaes. Above the entrance door a dedicatory stone
highlights her motivations: ‘Not in appreciation of earthly favour,
but a place in heaven’s court’. Was she really thinking of the poor,
or of her own salvation in making such a statement?

Image/ Johannes Wassenbergh, engraver Jan Caspar Philips, Portrait of Clara
Feyoena van Sytzama. 1745.

In ways like this, through buildings that still bear their names
and their signage or continue to follow their instructions, wealthy
individuals could make sure that they were remembered in their
home towns. Certainly these rich citizens wanted to help the
needy of their community, and many benefited from their care
and concern, but these donors also wrote themselves into their
towns’ histories, actvities and memories in ways that are still
strong today.
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Trumpeting the VOC’s Success
The ship’s trumpeters were important crew members aboard the
VOC ships that travelled to the East Indies in the seventeenth
century. Most ships carried at least one trumpeter, sometimes
even three, and these multi-talented men were well paid and
wore a special uniform. Their trumpets were of simple
construction; a few metres of brass tubing with a mouthpiece
and funnel-shaped end called a bell. Some pieces of such
trumpets have been found from the Dutch ships wrecked along
the Western Australian coast.
The trumpeter had a cabin near the captain, ate with the captain
and was given responsibility to deliver important messages and
often negotiate with indigenous leaders. Not surprisingly, being a
ship’s trumpeter was sometimes a dangerous and unpredictable
occupation! In fact in many cases, they were not really hired for
their musical ability at all, but more as a trusted assistant for the
ship’s captain.
Their duties were varied. They used their instruments to signal
to other ships or to ports about which way to go, to be ‘careful
here’, ‘attack’ or ‘retreat’ or even ‘we’re lost’! They signalled
the arrival or departure of important visitors to the ship or the
change of ‘watch’, meal and prayer times aboard the ships, and
perhaps most importantly, provided music for the captain, crew
and passengers.

Music was one of the few entertainments for crew and
passengers that helped break the monotony of the eight-month
voyage to the East Indies. Ships’ trumpeters were expected to
provide this entertainment and the better musicians would have
had many tunes memorized as virtually no music was written
down. They would join with other musicians playing flutes and
whistles, drums, fiddles and bagpipes and create mixed
ensembles. Singing and dancing amongst the crew and
passengers assisted in soothing potentially difficult relationships
in the confined spaces, provided exercise and helped ease the
boredom of the long voyages.
The popular tunes heard and played aboard these ships reveal
themes that are familiar to us today – songs about love, broken
hearts, forgiveness, sex, stupidity, making and losing fortunes,
grief, death and homesickness. For those travelling far from
home and loved ones to unknown foreign lands, these familiar
tunes provided comfort and emotional reassurance. Hymns and
psalms were also popular and offered spiritual consolation and
the trumpeters were often called upon to signal at the many
burials at sea on these often dangerous journeys.
The VOC insisted on a continuation of Dutch tradition and
ceremony in its tightly controlled outposts in the East Indies.
The trumpeters assisted in conveying this air of pomp and wealth
with their shiny instruments, colourful uniforms and loud signals
and music.

Image/ Reinier Zeeman, A trumpeter leaning against barrels, drums, swords, cannon (one firing) and shot lying before him. 1654 © The Trustees of the British Museum.
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